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Vesper V Line Cat Furniture 
Cats are demanding creatures – and so are cat lovers. VESPER V-LINE cat furniture is the perfect 
convergence of innovative design, cat-friendly materials and meticulous workmanship. The result is an 
elegant yet practical line of cat furniture that satisfies the daily activity needs of fussy felines and the 
aesthetic tastes of cat lovers. Every stunning piece of furniture features varying combinations of cozy cubes, 
platforms and tunnels, as well as strategically placed scratching areas. 
Material Features: •High-quality MDF made from New Zealand pine •Rounded corners and edges for a safe 
and pleasant feel •Durable seaweed scratching poles •Soft memory foam cushions •Various fabric surfaces 
•Wood-finished laminate with scratch-resistant surface •Sturdy design •Removable cushion and scratching 
surfaces, thanks to Velcro® strips •Easy installation.    

Vesper V Playstation
The V-PLAYSTATION is a discovery centre, play area and 
learning device in one. It can be used in various positions and 
thus offers maximum diversity for your cat. Features: *Active 
play furniture *Can be used in various positions for more 
play and fun *High-quality MDF *Laminate in walnut look or 
water-based varnish coat *Cushioned overlay and scratching 
mat with hook-and-loop tape for easy swapping *Ball toy 
made of rattan is clicked into place with a safety closure:can 
be used in two different positions. Dimensions: 37 x 23.5 cm, 
height: 44 cm  / 14.57 x 9.25”, height: 17.32”. 
  
132621  $49.95  

Vesper V Stool
The V-Stool is our expandable play and sleeping spot for cats. Combine several 
pieces of furniture and, in doing so, create a unique Vesper adventure tower for your 
cat. Features: *Modular play furniture *Expandable system: several V-Stools can be 
conveniently combined with one another * High-quality MDF *Laminate in walnut look 
or water-based varnish coat *Cushioned overlay and 
scratching mat with hook-and-loop tape for 
easy swapping *Ball toy made of rattan is 
clicked into place with a safety closure.  
Dimensions:  46.5 x 37 cm, height: 37 cm/18.31 
x 14.57”, height: 14.57”.   
132622 $74.95  

Vesper V Box Large
The V-BOX large is our compact adventure world for cats. 
Multiple levels and lounging spots offer the opportunity to 
relax and play while the long scratching pillar and space 
invite the cat to enjoy sharpening its claws. Features: 
*Multifunctional furniture *High-quality MDF *Laminate 
in walnut look or water-based varnish coat *Cushions 
and scratching mats with hook-and-loop tape for easy 
swapping *Two ball toys made of rattan are clicked into 
place with a safety closure . 
Dimensions:50 x 40 cm, height: 78 cm/19.69 x 15.75”, 
height: 30.71”.  
 
132623 $124.95  
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Vesper V-Double Cat Furniture 
The big brother of the V-Base, the V-Double has to caves and is 
ideal for 2 or more cats.  Its multi-level design provides a space to 
rest as well as offers the opportunity to climb, jump and play.  
Base: 25.6” x 25.6”   Height: 40.8” 
  
Walnut 130743  $229.95

Vesper V-Box Small
The V-BOX small is our compact cat furniture in a modern design. 
Equipped with a cosy sleeping cave, lounging spots, toys and 
scratching pillars, it offers a place to retreat and somewhere to 
play within a small space. Features: •Compact furniture •High-
quality MDF •Laminate in walnut look or water-based varnish coat 
•Cushioned overlays with hook-and-loop tape for easy swapping 
•Ball toy made of rattan is clicked into place with a safety closure 
•Cosy cubed den with two entrances; Internal dimensions: approx. 
34 x 34 cm / 13.39 x 13.39, openings: approx. 20.8 x 20.8 cm / 
8.19 x 8.19.  Dimensions: 14.57”L x 14.57”W x 28.54”H.  
Available in White or Walnut.    
  
White   134940  $99.95
Walnut 134938  $99.95

Vesper V Cubo 
 The Vesper Cubo is a modern lounging cube for cats. The thick memory-
foam cushions on the top and inside the cave make the Cubo perfect for 
relaxing, sleeping, and hiding. 
Key Features: •High-quality MDF with walnut laminate finish •Durable 
scratch and snag resistant fabric •Detachable side cover and cushions for 
swapping and easy cleaning •Thick memory-foam cushions •Sisal scratching 
mat •Dimensions: 42.5 L x 42.5 W x 47.5 H cm (17 x 17 x 19”).   
   
134936 $119.95

Vesper V-High Base Cat Furniture
The V-High Base is an eye-catcher. It has tall and slim seaweed 
scratching poles that stimulate extensive scratching in an 
elongated posture. The cube cave with rear exit provides a cozy 
space for a nap.  
Base: 22.1” x 22.1”  Height: 47.8”.  
  
Walnut 130746  $199.95 
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Sunny Seat Cat Window Bed
Provide your cat with an outdoor view and a warm place to rest with the Sunny Seat Cat Window Bed! Say goodbye 
to bulky cat condos and other beds and say hello to the Sunny Seat. Installs in seconds to glass windows and doors 
and features industrial strength suction cups that hold up to an amazing 50 pounds! The Sunny Seat provides your 

cat a front row view of nature, weather, people and more without 
taking up valuable floor space. Perfect for cats that like to bask in 
the warm sun or active cats that desire a high vantage point. Helps 
reduce separation anxiety and keep messy hair off of your furniture. 
Ideal for multiple cat households!  Features: *Industrial strength 
suction cups and cables hold up to 50 lbs. *Installs in seconds. 
*Measures 12” x 22” fully assembled to accommodate any size cat. 
*Oxford-style polyester cover is easy to remove, machine washable 
and built to withstand scratching. *Reinforced high-grade plastic 
frame for long-lasting durability. *Great for multiple cat households. 
*Some assembly required - no tools needed.    
  
132810 $35.95  

Herta Cat Furniture 
The Ultimate in Cat Furniture – When you take your new kitten or cat home you 
suddenly find there are a list of necessities needed to make kitty comfortable. 
Food bowls, a litter box, a couple of toys to keep them happy, those are just a 
few of the items needed.

What you do forget is that kitty needs to exercise those claws, and your 
furniture is a good place to start. That is unless you invest in a good safe 
scratching surface or tree to encourage your cat to do what comes naturally and 
save your furniture from being shredded.

Colours may vary. Products shipped in assorted neutral colours.

HERTA

Herta®  
Deluxe Post
12” x 12” x 24”
109923
$35.95

Herta®  
Octobox
24” x 24” x 35”
109925
$159.95

Herta®  
4x4 Sisal 
Rope Post
12” x 12” x 24”
109924
$59.95

Herta®  
Cat House
24” x 24” x 48”
109927
$189.95

Herta®  
Mini 
Sleeper
18” x 18” x 30”
109899
$99.95

Herta®  
Quartermoon
12” x 12” x 9”
109901
$34.95

Herta®  
Double Cat 
Teaser
12” x 16” x 24”
109902
$56.95

Herta® 
1/2 Round 
Sleeper
24” x 24” x 60”
109907
$239.95

Herta®  
Hangman
16” x 16” x 30”
109898
$89.95
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SPOT Whiskin Felt Toys with Catnip
SPOT Whiskins Felt toys with Catnip have lots to keep your 
cats attention. The Whiskins Felt with Catnip are made using a 
strong Tennis felt with bells and feathers for added attraction. 
Shipped in Assorted colors. Features: *Perfect for playtime fun. 
*Infused with catnip. *Appeals to cat’s natural instincts. 

Whiskins Felt Butterfly 134217 $4.45
Whiskins Felt Streamers  134218 $4.45
Whiskins Felt Mouse 134219 $4.45

Spot Cat Prancer Fleece Frenzy Wand
Over 60in of fleece fun for you and your cat! Twisting, turning 
fleece simulates the erratic movement of real prey and will have 
cats jumping and pouncing. Great exercise to keep kitty happy 
and healthy. Shipped in assorted colors.

135763 $5.95

SPOT Catnip Hedgie Toys
Classic hedgehog toy made out of knobby plush material. 
Contains catnip. Designed to appeal to your cats natural 
instincts for play and exercise. Shipped as assorted.   

123353 $4.95

SPOT Dura Fused Leather
SPOT’s new Dura-Fused Leather Cat Toys are made from real 
leather with a scent cats love. They are durable enough to hold up 
to the sharpest cat claws. It is available in butterfly, fish, and frog. 

Butterfly  3.5in 132158 $3.75
Fish  4in 132159 $3.75
Frog  3.5in 132160 $3.75
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Spot Shimmer Glimmer Catnip Toys
Simply adorable brightly colored plush with irresistible shimmering 
accents. Cats will love to bite, pounce and bat this toy all around. Catnip 
inside for a euphoric play time! Available in 3 characters, and shipped in 
assorted colors.

Fish 135764 $5.95
Turtle 135765 $5.95
Butterfly 135766 $5.95

SPOT Corkies with Feathers - New!
Corkies are made from all natural cork and include feathers 
and irresistible catnip. They provide healthy play and exercise. 
Shipped in assorted characters.
 
137767 $6.45

SPOT Catch’N Release Catnip Toys - New!
Vibrant colored fish and worm that cats will love to catch and release. 
Irresistible textures and enticing catnip in each toy. Shipped in 
Assorted colors. 2 pcs on a card.
 
137811 $4.75

SPOT Corkies Hug ‘N Kicks - New!
Corkies are made from all natural cork and include feathers 
and irresistible catnip. Extra large size is perfect for hugging 
and kicking. Provides healthy play and exercise. Shipped in 
assorted characters. .
 
137768 $6.95

SPOT Funfetti Catnip Toys - New!
Soft colorful plush toys with cute designs. Includes catnip and 
crinkle sound for more fun. Shipped in Assorted characters.
 
137810 $4.75
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SPOT Kitty Fun Tubes - 3/pk
Kitty Fun Tubes have catnip surrounded by a flexible woven material 
to add a little bounce to playtime. Pinch the ends together and release 
to give your cat something exciting to chase. Features: *Catnip cat 
toy * Springy mesh for Interactive play *3 pack of FUN! 
*Size 3.5” Long. Assorted colors. 
  
130317 $4.95 

SPOT Skinneeez with Catnip Toys - Assorted
Bring out the cat’s natural hunting instinct with these realistic 
Skinneeez for cats. Your cat will enjoy hours of entertainment 
pouncing on and batting at the stuffing free Skinneeez! All 
Skinneeez for cats contain catnip. Available in Two different 
series (shipped assorted).  Collect them all!

Forest Creatures Assorted 117349 $6.45
Duck Barnyard Creatures Assorted 117350 $6.45

SPOT Hug’N Kick Shimmer Glimmer - New!
Soft plush with shimmer accents in an extra large toy cats love 
to hug and kick. Irresistible shine and crinkle sound. Shipped in 
Assorted styles.
 
137812 $7.25

SPOT Spin Around Cat Track - New!
Spin Around Cat Track is a 2-in-1 electronic teaser wand and ball 
track. Provides healthy exercise for playtime indoors. Teaser wand 
spins and whirls 360 degrees while the track base with ball rolls and 
jingles. Teaser wand can be removed and used separately. 
 
 
137814 $30.95

SPOT Gone Fishin’ Catnip Toy - New!
Lifelike fish with irresistible catnip and crinkle! Perfect size 
for swatting and batting around. Kitty will think she’s “gone 
fishin’” when she catches one! Shipped in Assorted styles.

137813 $5.95
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Mad Cat Catnip Toys - New Characters!
The Mad Cat toys will have your kitty high on life! This soft 
and silly toy is filled with a unique blend of premium catnip 
and silvervine that’s maximum potency, pure, and pesticide 
free. Silvervine is an all-natural catnip alternative that cats 
love, it elicits a similar reaction to catnip, and works for 
many cats that normally are not affected by catnip.

Magic Meowshroom 136730 $5.95
Meowstache - 2/pk 136733 $8.45
Shark Biter 136731 $7.95
Strawpurry Ice Cream 136732 $5.95
Cool Cucumber 136734 $4.95
Brunch Buddies - 2/pk 136735 $9.95
Sassy Sasquatch - 2/pk 136737 $9.95
Yowlin Yeti - 2/pk 136738 $9.95
Pouncing Prawn 138521 $5.95
Flinging Flamingo 138522 $5.45
Baby Carrot 138523 $5.45
Tabby Taco 138524 $5.95
Peppurroni PIzza 138525 $5.95

SPOT SpotBrites Laser Pet Toy 
& Exerciser
Great for cats, dogs, fish etc. Vet approved 
& recommended. Features 5 exciting laser 
images for your pet to chase!

111823 $9.95

SPOT SpotBrites Laser Pet Toy Exerciser & LED Flashlight
Great for cats, dogs, fish etc. Vet approved & recommended

111824 $9.95

The Indoor Hunting Feeder - 3/box - New!
The Indoor Hunting Cat Feeder is a complete bowl replacement for one 
cat. Instead of filling the bowl twice a day, fill and hide the three (3) Doc 
& Phoebe Mice morning and night.Your cat will hunt, catch and play 
with many small meals day and night, as nature intended. Decrease 
anxiety, reduce the instance of scarf and barf, end early wake up calls 
from a hungry cat, and correct your litter box 
woes by hiding these easy and fun feeders. Each 
Doc & Phoebe’s Indoor Hunting Feeder Includes: 
1 Trainer complete with multiple dispensing 
holes 3 Feeders each with two dispensing holes 
- designed for any size kibble 3 Feeder Skins to 
simulate the tactile feel of prey allowing your cat 
to grab, claw and use its teeth as it would in the 
hunt 1 Scoop to hold 1.6 tablespoons (approx. 
1/6th the daily ration of an average 4.5kg cat).
 
137809 $24.95
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Frolicat Bolt Automatic Rotating Laser Light
BOLT™ interactive laser toy provides hours of fun for you and your 
cat or dog. Simply hold the toy in your hand or place it on a flat 
surface, turn it on and watch your pet pounce, chase and bat at the 
exciting laser patterns. Pets love the random patterns they can chase 
across the floor, up the walls and over furniture. Key Features: 
•Random laser patterns engage your cat in fun, interactive play 
•Automatic Mode moves the laser in random patterns for hands-
free play session •Manual Mode lets you point the laser in unique 
laser patterns •Timer automatically turns off toy after 15 minutes 
•Adjustable mirror to aim laser across different surfaces •For cats of 
any size •Uses 4 x AA batteries (not included). 

134576 $32.95

Frolicat Cheese Automatic Cat Teaser
The Cheese™ toy is an exciting game of peek-a-boo with 2 mice that pop 
out of each side of the swiss cheese block. Your cat will love the hunt! For 
surprise play sessions, use Play While 
You Are Away mode to keep cats 
engaged throughout the day. Key 
Features: •2 mice play peek-a-boo 
from either side of the block of cheese 
•Play While You Are Away mode allows 
spontaneous playtime throughout the 
day •During single play sessions, timer 
automatically turns toy off after 10-15 
minutes •For cats of any size •Uses 3 
x AA batteries (not included).

134577 $39.95

TURBO Catnip Belly Critters
The Turbo Catnip Belly Critters cat toy boasts multiple 
textures nd a catnip belly to keep cats entertained. Two 
catnip pouches included. Crinkle sound for added interest. 
Insert fresh catnip pouches through the opening in the back 
of the toy for a catnip boost. 
Provides mental stimulation and exercise for your feline 
friend. 
Refill Catnip pouches also available. 

Hedgehog  6.5” 133718 $10.45
Duck  4.5” 133719 $10.45
Mouse  5.5” 133720 $10.45

Refill Pouches - 3/pk   
133721  $4.75
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AFP Catzilla Crinkle Cuddler
This Supersized crinkle cat toy is the perfect fit for any feline 
who really enjoy to play. Furry and cuddly, your cat will love it. 
Shipped in assorted colors: White / Grey / Pink. Dimensions: 
Size (Cm) : L 38 x W 10 x H 4.4.   
  
132596  $12.95  

AFP Knotty Habits Yarn Toys - New!
AFP Knotty Habit Yarn Cat Toys is a line of soft, acrylic yarn toys to 
keep your cat engage and hours of fun. Made with a combination of soft 
acrylic yarn, jingle bells, crinkle sounds and catnip.

Yarn Ball  4.7” x 2.3” x 2.3”  138537 $4.45
Yarn Candy  3.7” x 1.9” x 1.9” 138538 $3.95
Yarn Crinkly Ball  2.7” x 2.7” x 2.7” 138539 $3.45
Yarn Star  4.7” x 2.1” x 1.2” 138540 $3.95
Yarn Mop Monster  3.3” x 4.5” x 1.9” 138541 $4.95
Yarn Octopus  4.5” x 3.3” x 1.7” 138542 $4.95
Yarn Ball Wand  43” x 3.5” x 2.3” 138543 $5.95
Yarn Pom Pom Wand  46” x 2.1” x 2.1” 138544 $6.95

AFP Catoon Cat Toys - New!
Catoon follows a refreshingly simple mission: they want to make people and pets happy! The Catoon line of innovative, 
unique, and downright cute toys are designed to inspire joy in pets and pet owners alike, using the creativity of design.

Cat Sack  L 22” x W 16.54” x H 0.59” 138545 $29.95
Pop-Up Bed  L 9.44” x W 9.44” x H 10.83” 138546 $34.95
Tipsy Mice - 2/pk  L 2” x W 4.72” x H 0.39” 138548 $6.95
Kicker Sneaky Cat  L 7.87” x W 3.94”  x H 1.38”  138552 $6.95
Fishbones - 2/pk  L 2” x W 5.91” x H 0.39” 138549 $6.95
Cobia Fishes - 2/pk  L 2” x W 3.66” x H 0.39” 138550 $6.95
Butterflies - 2/pk  L 4.98” x W 2.95” x H 0.39”  138551 $6.95
Curious Mice Wand L 48” x W 1.77” x H 0.78” 138547 $6.95
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AFP KITTY Toys
Soft fabric and subtle colours make these cute toys perfect for your new kitten. Key Features : 
•Soft fabric ideal for kittens •Catnip  inside. Available in a variety of characters and shapes. 

Kitty Owl 136659 $4.95 
Kitty Snake 136661 $4.95 
Kitty Bird 136658 $5.95 
Kitty Hut 136668 $29.95 
Kitty Wand Octopus 136667 $10.95 
Kitty Wand Bird 136665 $10.95 
Kitty Cat Fish 136664 $8.95 
Kitty Feather Caterpillar 136663 $7.45 
Jumbo Mouse 136662 $9.95
Feather Balls - 2/pk 136660 $9.95

AFP Whisker Fiesta Toys
Let the party begin with these fiesta inspired cat toys!  Whisker Fiesta Cat 
toys are made with faux raphia and colorful fabric. Key Features :•Made of 
faux Raphia •Decorated with bright colours and jingle bells •Catnip filled. 
Available in assorted shapes.

Wand Kite   136682 $7.95 
Speedy Mouse  136681 $4.45 
Party Bag  136680 $4.75 
Taco Mouse  136679 $3.95 
Color Sombrero  136678 $4.75 
Fish  136677 $4.75 
Dancing Jalapeno  136676 $6.45 
Sombrero Wand  136683 $8.95 
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AFP Lamb Jumbo Mouse
Warm And cozy classic-lambswool.  Watch as your feisty feline 
leaps, pounds and chases this Jumbo crinkle catnip rodent until 
her heart’s content. The crinkle noise, it’s cute appearance will 
definitely make this toy become your cat’s favorite. Shipped as 
assorted. 

131483 $9.95  

AFP Furry Fluffy Toys
Your frisky friends will love these fluffy cat toys! Key Features : •Long 
plush faux fur your cat will love •Bright vibrant colours •Catnip inside. 
Available in assorted shapes. 

Furry Fluffy Ball - Red 136675 $4.45
Furry Fluffy Ball - Pink 136670 $4.45
Furry Ball Fluffer - Orange 136673 $4.45
Furry Ball Fluffer - Red 136674 $4.45
Furry Fluffer Wand - Orange 136672 $7.95
Furry Fluffer Wand - Pink 136671 $7.95

AFP Interactive Treat Dispenser
Smart toys for smart pets. Interactives will take your cats play time to the 
next level. Key Features : •This treat dispenser will reward your cat for 
grabbing the feather toy. •Perfect to keep your cat active and entertained. 
•Easy to use.  Approximate Dimensions: 6.3” x 4.5” x 7.1”.

136657 $13.95

AFP Flash Ball
This flash ball is fun and entertaining for both pet parent and 
pet. It has flashing lights to provide both visual and textural 
stimulation. The lights flash when the toy is rolled or bounced 
and turn off automatically once play ends.
Features: • Flashing lights inside• Automatic 
turn off • Durable TPR material.  

128896 $4.95      
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AFP Find Me Cat Tunnel 
Your cat will snuggle right into this warm fuzzy Tunnel. With super soft 
hi-pile plush inside and micro suede outer this bed offers maximum 
comfort. Filled with our eco-friendly super soft polyfill, this bed gives your 
cat all the support needed for any-time sleep. 
Shipped in Assorted colors, Brown/Grey/Tan) . 
Dimensions: Size (Cm) : L 66.0 x W 28.0 x H 28.0.  
   
132603  $29.95 

AFP Lamb Triplet Mice - 3/pk
Warm And cozy classic-lambswool A mix between 
suede and lambswool make this line all about 
comfort and cudliness. Let you cats have fun and 
grab your cat’s attention! This is exactly what The 
triplets does. With catnip infused, the wonderful 
smell encourages your cat playing instinct. 
Besides, chirping sound like a real mouse and the 
tail make it more vivid. 
Shipped in assorted colors: Brown / Tan or Grey. 
Dimensions: Size (Cm) : L 7.0 x W 7.0 x H 3.0. 
  
132576  $8.95 

AFP Lamb Wooly Mouse with Mouse Sounds 
Warm And cozy classic-lambswool A mix between suede and lambswool 
make this line all about comfort and cudliness. Let you cats have fun and 
grab its attention! Give your feline pal their 
new best friends. This lamb wooly mouse 
with mouse sound comes with vivid 
appearance to give your cat perfect play
time. Catnip infused and mouse sound 
will encourage playing instincts.  Shipped 
in assorted colors: White / Tan / Grey.
Dimensions: Size (Cm) : L 7.0 x W 7.0 x H 3.0.    
     
132558  $6.95

AFP Lamb Wooly Ball with
          Bird Sound 
Warm And cozy classic-lambswool A mix 
between suede and lambswool make this 
line all about comfort and cudliness . Let 
you cats have fun and grab its attention! 
This is exactly what the lamb ball with 
bird sound does. With catnip infused, 
the wonderful smell encourages your cat 
playing instincts. Besides, chirping sound 
like a real bird and the feather make it 
more vivid. Shipped in assorted colors: 
White / Tan or Grey.  Dimensions: Size 
(Cm) : L 5.0 x W 5.0 x H 3.0. 
    
132580  $6.95
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AFP Interactive Jumping Wand
Smart toys for smart pets. Interactives will take your 
cats play time to the next level. The jumping wand is 
the perfect toy to keep your cat active and entertained. 
You can attach it to any table. Once your cat walks 
by the Feather wand will start moving up and down 
enticing your cat natural instinct. Key Features : 
•Perfect to keep your cat active and entertained. •Can 
be attached to any table. Approximate Dimensions: 
6.7” x 6.3” x 7.1”.  

136656 $36.95

Pawbreakers All Natural Catnip Toy
Pawbreakers Original - The Catnip Candy for Cats ® is an all natural, 
healthy, safe and fun toy ball and treat rolled into one - a purrrfect 
combination. A delicious solid ball of top-quality organic catnip, 
specially combined with E.A.T.s  All-Natural Ingredients, to make a tasty 
toy that can be chased and eaten by your cat with almost no mess. No 
artificial colors, flavors, or preservatives. 1 ¼” Diameter ball with over 
½ ounce of premium organic catnip!

124461 $5.95 

Pawbreakers Plus All Natural Catnip Toy with Vitamins
Pawbreakers Plus - The Catnip Candy for Cats ® with vitamins is an all natural, 
healthy, safe and fun toy ball and treat rolled into one - a purrrfect combination. A 
delicious solid ball of top-quality organic catnip, and the Diamond V Feline Nutrional 
Supplement, specially combined with E.A.T.s  All-Natural Ingredients, to make a 
tasty toy that can be chased and eaten by your cat with almost no mess. No artificial 
colors, flavors, or preservatives. 1 ¼” Diameter ball with over ½ ounce of premium 
organic catnip! 

124462 $5.95 

Good Girl Cat Toys
A great selection of assorted toys to bring out the wild instinct 
in your cat, while promting fun and exercise!
 
Bat It!  Amaze Balls - 4/pk 136755 $3.45
Bat It! Catnip Toy Fun Pack - 6/pk 136756 $4.95
Batting Ball Stack - 4.75” 136757 $16.95
Meowee Feather Wand - 10” 136754 $5.95
Meowee Fish Wand - 15” 136759 $5.45
Meowee Owl with Feather Tail - 10” 136758 $9.75
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GO CAT! Cat Toys
Go Cat! Cat toys are designed as a toy for you and your cat to play together. These cat toy’s feature fun and 
exciting life like materials that will attract your cats and kittens and get them to play. Simply hold the wand 
in your hand and wiggle in front of your cat to entice them. The bouncy action that will get your feline friends 
jumping, pouncing and having all sorts of fun! Helps active cats to get the exercise they need while giving you 
quality interactive play time with your cat. Toys are made with assorted colors and materials, handcrafted in the 
U.S.A. 
Because the toys are so enticing to cats, they should never be left anywhere 
your cat can get to them without your participation. Available in an assortment 
of styles and accessories / replacement ends are also available to 
purchase separately. 

Go Cat! Butterflier with 6” Rod 129553 $15.95
Go Cat! Purr-Peller with 12” Rod 135002 $18.95
Go Cat! Da Bee with 12” Rod  135007 $18.45
Go Cat! Cat Catcher with Rod 135018 $18.45
Go Cat! Pull Apart Rod and Bird 135013 $18.45
    
Go Cat! Sparkler Accessory 129555 $5.95
Go Cat! Kitty Puff Accessory 129556 $5.95
Go Cat! Fur Fun Accessory 129557 $6.95
Go Cat! Purr-Peller Accessory 135000 $13.25
Go Cat! Cat Catcher Accessory 135004 $10.25
Go Cat! Da Bird Accessory  135010 $9.95

Pull Apart Rod

Da Bee

Sparkler
Accessory

Fur Fun
Accessory

Cat Catcher
Accessory

Da Bird
Accessory

Cat Catcher Butterflier Purr-Peller

Purr-Peller Accessory

Kitty Puff Accessory
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KONG Bat-A-Bout Spiral - New!
KONG Bat-A-Bout Spiral’s unique spiral shape sparks cats’ chasing 
instincts. The dynamic motion and jingle sounds extend the action by 
enticing bat and pounce play. Adding to the engagement is a glow-
in-the dark feature for nighttime fun and catnip ball that keeps cats 
playing for long-lasting engagement. KONG North American Premium 
Catnip boosts the mood. Features: •Spiral shape sparks chasing 
instincts •Internal ball stuffed with catnip extends the fun •Glows-in-
the-Dark •Jingle bell sounds extend playtime •Premium KONG North 
American catnip included in the catnip ball. 
Dimensions: 2.8”H x 3.8”W x 2”D. 

138446 $6.95

KONG Puzzlement Pocket - New!
KONG Puzzlements Pockets’ feature 9 pockets for hiding an endless 
variety of toys and treats providing a playground of mentally 
stimulating exploration for curious cats. Crinkle material, attached 
rattle yarn ball and catnip mouse spark hunting instincts. Includes bag 
of KONG North American Premium Catnip. Features: •Pocketed play 
mat provides mental enrichment •Multiple toys & pockets provide 
infinite play choices •Unique, flexible shape are ideal and convenient 
to use in the home. Dimensions: 7.3”H x 7.8”W x 2.8”D.
 
138444 $19.75

KONG Bat-A-Bout Flicker Disco Ball - New!
KONG Bat-A-Bout Flicker Disco ball’s multi-colored lights pique a cat’s 
catch and grab instincts. The motion-activated, unpredictable movement 
triggers hunting and stalking fun, keeping engagement high. The easy to roll 
ball extends playtime and has the added benefit of a larger size that won’t 
get stuck behind furniture. KONG North American Premium Catnip inside 
keeps the boogie going. Features: *Multi-colored lights pique catch & grab 
instincts *Unpredictable movement triggers hunting & stalking fun *Rolls for 
chase and capture playtime *Large size keeps play rolling—not stuck under 
furniture *KONG North American Premium Catnip extends engagement. 
Dimensions: 6.3”H x 3.0”W x 3.0”D.

138454 $8.75

KONG  Gyro - New!
The KONG Cat Gyro is the ideal food and treat dispenser that has a roll and 
spin action that, engages cats’ in a mentally stimulating food puzzle. When 
batted, it flips over, sparking cats’ stalking and pouncing instincts. Infused 
with potent KONG North American Premium Catnip oil, it also features a 
bell in the outer ring both combining to extend play sessions. Its removable 
middle container is easy to fill and clean. Holds 1/3 cup of food, making 
it an ideal bowl replacement. Features: •Durable food & treat dispenser 
for long-lasting enrichment •Roll & flip action plus bell sounds entice play 
•Infused with potent KONG North American Premium catnip to extend 
play •Bell in outer ring invites pouncing fun •Middle container twists open 
easily for filling and cleaning •Holds 1/3 cup of food making it ideal for a 
bowl replacement. Dimensions: 5.8H x 4.3”W x 2.5”D.
 
138443 $9.25
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KONG Purrsuit Whirlwind - New!
KONG Purrsuit Whirlwind entices a cat’s chase and capture play by 
unpredictably spinning itself across hard surfaces while actively twitching 
its long tail. This irresistible invitation sparks a cats’ stalk and pounce 
instincts for extended bouts of solo fun. Uniquely designed to bump out 
from corners this toy also features an auto timer that stops the movement 
after 15 minutes. Batteries included. 
 
137622 $22.45

KONG Crackle Toys - New!
KONG Crackles toy crackle sounds call cats to play, sparking batting instincts for magical 
bouts of healthy kicking fun. The soft plush body and easy to tousle folds encourage 
kicking and pouncing play that rewards natural instinctual behavior. These magical 
friend’s soft plush body invites snuggles that make it an ideal cuddle toy. KONG Premium 
North American catnip continues the engagement. Available in 6 characters and shipped 
as assorted. 

Tweetz Bird      137613 $6.95
Bloomz – 2/pk 138205 $7.25
Rootz 138206 $6.95
Mouse & Cheez   138207 $7.25
Winkz Cat      137615 $6.95
Caticorn 138447 $7.45

KONG Better Buzz Toys - New!
KONG Better Buzz cat toys are the fun with a shape that 
is ideal for hind-paw kicking and comes fully loaded 
with potent KONG Premium North American Catnip that 
helps fuel playtime engagement. The mesh material 
and crackle sounds spark natural catch and capture 
instincts while the durable faux-leather exterior is sure to 
make play sessions last longer. Available in 5 shapes. 
   
 
Banana      137621 $7.25
Cigar      137620 $6.95
Knotz – 2/pk    137619 $6.95
Zenergies – 2/pk     137618 $8.25
Bee    137617 $5.95

KONG  Play Spaces SeaQuins - New!
KONG Play Spaces SeaQuins entices curious cats to explore inside a glittering mermaid-themed crinkly sack 
that encourages and rewards burrowing instincts. Uniquely designed to stay perched open, this toy fulfills 
natural hiding needs while supporting engaging stalk and grab play. The dangling shell toy invites 
bat and capture fun while the reversible sequins and soft plush textures provide multiple 
textures for multiple ways to play. KONG North American premium catnip in 
the tail helps keep the engagement going. All of this adds up to one 
all-encompassing toy that provides mer-kitties an outlet for 
magical fun. Dimensions: 2.0”H x 12”W x 22”D.

138445 $21.25
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Double Scratcher 

115745 $13.75

Single Scratcher 

115744 $9.25

KONG Natural Cat Scratcher
Will satisfy your cats natural scratching instincts, while encouraging appropriate scratching behaviour. Our 
environmentally friendly cat scratchers are made with renewable resources and are recyclable. The scratch pads are 
reversible for extended use. Add a Connect Scratcher for added fun for your cat.

Incline Scratcher w/ Toy 

115746 $19.45

KONG Wobbler
The KONG Wobbler for Cats provides great mental and physical stimulation for the 
household cat.  With its entertaining wobble action, the cat Wobbler makes playtime fun 
and rewarding by dispensing small treats. Used as a mealtime feeder, it also slows rapid 
eating and helps fight boredom and obesity by encouraging cats to work for their food. 
The fun, floppy catnip-stuffed tail on top invites play and helps cats wobble the toy to 
dispense treats. Plus, the translucent top lets cats see the food inside  moving around, 
which naturally attracts them to hunt and capture the “prey” 
inside. Made in the USA from FDA approved food-grade 
materials, the KONG Cat Wobbler is a durable, easy-to-use 
food and treat dispenser. Simply twist off the top, add a 
handful of treats, or up to ½ cup of dry food, and replace the 
top.  

121541 $29.95

KONG Natural Premium Catnip
Highest potency premium catnip available for 
maximum excitement  - 2 oz jar

115751 $10.45

KONG Catnip Spray
The KONG Catnip Spray is made with concentrated catnip oil for maximum fun. The 
oil is steam-distilled from the finest North American catnip, producing the most potent 
catnip oil. Spray the KONG Catnip Spary on toys, teasers, scratchers or cat condos for 
irresistible non-stop fun.

119159 $9.25
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KONG Wubba Wicker
KONG Cat Wubba is specifically developed to appeal 
to a cat’s instinctive desire to stalk and capture prey.  
KONG Wubba Wicker has natural wicker material sure 
to delight a kitty’s grab and catch instincts. An LED 
light adds excitement and engagement to play sessions 
whole colorful feathers add fun and extend playtime. 
Shipped in assorted colors. 

134966 $5.45

KONG Wubba Bug or 
Wubba Birds
KONG Cat Wubba toys are specifically 
developed to appeal to a cat’s instinctive 
desire to stalk and capture prey. The adorable 
Wubba Cat Bird and Bug’s tempting rattle 
body rewards contact and encourages 
continued play. With a fluffy feather tail and 
North American Premium Catnip for added 
excitement, let the wrestling and pouncing 
games begin. Fetaures: •Tempting rattle body 
•Fluffy feather tail to entice play •Catnip scent 
for added excitement. Shipped as assorted 
characters.

Wubba Bug 134963 $8.95
Wubba Bird 134969 $8.95

KONG Connect Curlz
The suction cup makes Connects Curlz a moveable feast 
of feline fun. Let your kitty play with it upright on the 
tile floor, then switch things sideways by sticking it to 
a window. The spring-loaded base keeps it standing, 
swaying and bouncing back from batting, sparking your 
cat’s hunting instincts. Fluttering faux-feathers, bobbing 
ribbons and tinkling bells keep your kitty captivated for 
long-lasting solo play.

135851 $14.45 

KONG Enchanted Characters
With sparkling iridescent spots and an irresistible crinkling 
sound KONG Enchanted casts a playful spell over your cat, 
luring him or her into bouts of healthy, active play to reign 
over magical realms of mythical creatures in a catnip-
scented world. Sized for swatting with a center hole kitties 
can poke a paw through, it’s made for batting and chasing, 
satisfying your cat’s hunting instincts. Let feline fantasies 
free in a swirl of glitter and catnip! Shipped in assorted 
colors.

135849 $6.95 
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KONG Play Spaces Burrow
KONG® Burrow offers pounce and play options for 
feisty felines or an enclosed hideout for kitties that 
prefer comfort time. The crinkle tunnel and peek-a-
boo windows ignite hide-and-seek excitement while 
the hunt and find catnip packed beaver and butterfly 
attachments fulfill natural hunting instincts. 
Features: •Pounce and play or hide away for 
comfort time •Peek-a-boo window for hide-and-seek 
excitement •Hunt-and-find crinkle attachments fulfill 
natural instincts.  

134962 $27.95

KONG Soxx
KONG Soxx Cat are overstuffed with cuddly fun. The sock-like texture 
will delight their claws and make it fun for your cat to snag, wrestle 
and snuggle. KONG’s Premium North American Catnip has been added 
to entice and extend play. Features: *Fun sock like shape for bat & roll 
play *Overstuffed for added comfort *Premium North American Catnip 
added to extend the fun!

134968 $6.25

KONG Nibble Critter Catnipillar
KONG Nibble Critters’ toy appeal to a cat’s 
natural instinctive desire to claw and bat with 
an easy-grip mesh fabric. The open netting 
material cleans and polishes teeth while 
allowing KONG Premium North American 
Catnip aromas to flow freely and stimulate a 
cat’s natural curiosity and hunting instincts. 
Features: •Enticing easy-grip fabric for 
clawing and batting fun •Textured material 
cleans and polishes teeth. Shipped as 
assorted.

134985 $7.45

KONG Pillow Pals
KONG Pillow Pals is the ideal size for wrestling and 
batting, spurring on healthy exercise. The textured 
material invites appropriate scratching while the 
rattle sounds and crinkly ears spark natural hunting 
instincts while extending play sessions. Shipped in 
assorted colors.

135852  $6.95
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KONG Bat-A-Bout Flicker Firefly
KONG Bat-A-Bout toys provide mental stimulation and fulfill cats’ instinctual desires to 
chase, hunt and capture. The KONG Bat-a-Bout Flicker entices kitty’s playful nature as a 
flashing LED ball comes to illuminated-life with batting and pouncing play ideal for day or 
night escapades. Reflective felt firefly wings encourage natural hunting skills and KONG 
North American Premium Catnip adds to the excitement amplifying kitty adventures. 
Features: •Flashing LED ball lights up for batting fun day or night •Reflective felt wings 
encourage natural hunting skills.

134951 $7.95

KONG Connects Bat’N Spring
KONG Connects Cat Toys are designed for adaptability 
by connecting to multiple surfaces giving your cat 
a varied challenge while allowing you the ability to 
customize the play experience. The KONG Bat ‘N 
Spring offers 3 toys in 1, giving even the best kitty 
hunters a unique challenge. Attaching to most smooth 
surfaces, the flashing LED Bell Ball light provides 
exciting fun while catnip and rattle sounds entice all 
day play. Ribbons add an extra dash of fun. 

133307 $17.95

KONG Curlz Teaser
KONG Curlz Teaser – The corkscrew curl is the key to the kitty 
party at the end of this glittering wand. Crazy-fast recoil sealed 
into the durable woven spirals mean when your cat pounces 
onto the feather and ribbon target, they’re rewarded with more 
wild, high-speed springing action launching them into further 
fun. Features: •Springy spirals create unpredictable playtime 
fun •Sturdy corkscrew construction for extended exercise •Boa 
feathers and ribbons for added engagement.

134955 $10.45

KONG Bat-A-Bout Flicker Flurry
Bat-a-Bout Flicker Flurry – Flashing light, glittery action and bright feathers—
this toy calls to kitties like the Las Vegas strip calls gamblers, except cats 
always win with motion-activated light-up KONG Bat-A-Bout Flicker Flurry. 
Glitter ball helps it zip across the floor in a spinning, glowing whirl of feathers 
when batted, igniting feline hunting instincts and keeping cats engaged for 
healthy mentally-stimulating, independent play. Viva Cat-Vegas!

135857  $7.75
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KONG Pouncearoo
KONG Pouncearoo – An oversized toy for big time kitty fun, 
the Pouncearoo’s large body and flip-floppy legs flounce 
around for a kicking, rolling extended frolic. Crinkle sounds 
call to natural hunting instincts while kitties twist and wriggle, 
engaging in tip-to-tail healthy, active play. A healthy dose 
of catnip extends playtime fun. Features: •Floppy legs invite 
rolling, kicking romps •Giant size for full-body fun . Available 
in 3 characters.

Frog 135853 $12.75 
Mouse 135854 $12.75 
Raccoon 135855 $12.75 

KONG Refillable Purronsalities Catnip Toys
KONG Purrsonalities refillable Catnip toys keep engagement and toys lively, extending kitty’s play session. An ideal 
way to make playtime fun last longer. KONG refillable Catnip toys pair cuddly plush with an engaging Premium Catnip 
delight. KONG premium north american catnip is an all-natural 
addition to piquie a cat’s natural instincts. 
Features: *refillable cuddly toy *includes catnip *easy open 
pouch for on going fun. Refillable Catnip tubes available to 
purchase seperately.  

Purrsonality - Spoiled 134970 $7.25
Purrsonality - Smelly 134986 $7.25
Purrsonality - Sassy 134989 $7.25
Purrsonality - Moody 134992 $7.25
Premium Catnip Tubes- 3/pk 134994 $5.75

KONG Kickeroo Stack
KONG Kickeroo Stacks irresistible stacked tail calls cats to play, inviting 
all kinds of wrestling antics that give your kitty a healthy workout while 
satisfying natural instincts to pounce and capture. The felt textures and soft 
ball shape on the tail delight curious cats, keeping them absorbed for longer 
play sessions/  The Kickerro Stack is ehanced with a generous dose of KONG 
Premium North American Catnip.

136696 $8.95
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KONG Play Spaces Cloud Spa Mat
Indulge your cat in a heavenly lounging experience with KONG Play 
spaces Cloud, a portable spa mat with lusciously cozy plush on one 
side for winter snuggling and a smooth satiny feel on the other for 
summertime snoozing.  Crinkles, giving indoor cats and outdoor 
experience while catnip inside adds “aroma therapy.” 

136697 $16.95 

KONG Active Cork Ball
KONG Active toys promote healthy exercise and fulfill cats’ 
instinctual desires to chase, hunt and capture. The new 
KONG Cork Ball is made with all-natural cork 
and entices play with added catnip and 
feathers. Shipped as assorted. 

130405 $5.45    

KONG Play Spaces Bungalow
A tiny house just for your kitty, KONG® PlaySpaces Bungalow is an 
adorable hideaway where your cat can satisfy natural instincts to curl up 
in a cozy spot. Windows pique hide-and-seek curiosities and a springy 
toy sparks batting and pouncing for 
healthy active play. An added bonus is the 
Bungalow’s collapsible design for easy 
assembly and storage 

136694 $26.95 

KONG Squeezz Confetti
The KONG Confetti ball is sure to spark chasing 
and pouncing instincts with a texture that 
makes it great for gripping and a ball shape 
that is ideal for games of chase. The curled 
ribbon engages hunting instincts, while the 
glittery ball entices even the savviest of cats. 
Adding to the fun are feathers and an interior 
bell for long-lasting play sessions. Featues: 
•Textured, bouncy glitter ball for active play 
•Curled ribbon tail sparks natural instincts 
•Bell captivates for extended fun.
Shipped in assorted colors.

136695 $8.25  
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KONG Yarnimals 
The KONG Active Yarnimals Cat Toy is a fun addition to play time.  The roly-poly shape makes it 
perfect for batting fun. The reinforced yarn provides a soft plush surface that will extend cuddle 
time.  A rattle inside entices active play sessions.  It also has catnip, making it a great choice overall. 
Features: *Roly-poly shape *Reinforced yarn for cuddle time *Rattle 
entices play *Catnip inside. Shipped in assorted colors.
   
136693  $9.45 

KONG Active Treat Ball
Place treats inside and watch your cat chase 
and swat the KONG Treat Ball! Challenging and 
entertaining, the Treat Ball helps keep cats busy, 
healthy and happy.

128800 $6.25   

KONG Active Krinkle Tunnel
Stretch out the KONG Cat Tunnel to give your cat a 
space to play, and collapse for easy storage when 
playtime is finished. Each tunnel measures 24 
inches in length. The crinkle sound arouses your 
cat’s natural curiosity. 

Red Nylon  124962 $28.95

KONG Kickeroo Cuddler
Watch your cat attack, wrestle and snuggle with their KONG 
Kickeroo. The unique toy appeals to a cat’s instinctive desire 
to stalk and capture prey. The KONG Kickeroo Cuddler’s 
enticing burlap fabric brings scratching adventure to a whole 
new level. Three different textures excite and offer fun games 
of bat & roll and keep cuddle time cozy with options. KONG 
Premium North American Catnip, a fluffy tail and stimulating 
crinkles will delight offering an added reward. Shipped 
Assorted.
 
133228 $8.45 
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KONG Kitten Kickeroo 
The KONG Kitten toys are specifically designed for energetic young kittens who are 
discovering the world of cat toys. A wonderful crinkle sound that is sure to bring out the 
curiosity in your kitten and keep him coming back for more. The KONG Kitten Kickeroo 
contains a dose of catnip to make it fun for your grown-up kitten as well. Created with 
soft fabrics and whimsical colors, the toys in the KONG Kitten line will appeal to kittens 
and owners alike. Kitten Kickeroo measures 9” long (5” plush body with a 4” fluffy tail).  

118378 $5.45

KONG Softies
KONG Softies® toys combine soft plush fabric with a 
generous amount of KONG Premium North American 
Catnip to bring out your cat’s playful instincts. The 
crinkle sound and catnip make the KONG Fuzzy Bunny 
or Lamb a great toy for active playtime. The ultra-soft 
fabric makes this ideal for cuddle time as well. • 
Crinkle sound• Premium catnip • Soft and cuddly.
  
Fuzzy Bunny 128116 $6.95 
Patchwork Bears 124825 $7.45  

Petstages Nighttime Flashing Firefly Mat
Flashing Firefly Mat by Petstages® Quiet Nightime Play. Kitty keeping you up 
at night with noisy toys and play? We’ve got the solution! Flashing Firefly Mat 
by Petstages® keeps your kitty entertained with hours of quiet play! Randomly 
flashing lights are activated by touch, your kitty will love watching random 
lights blink and batting at them! The toy turns off when kitty finishes. 
Features: •Randomly flashing lights are touch activated 
•Turns off if kitty is finished with play •Quietly blinks 
and entertains your cat for hours of nighttime play. 
Dimensions: 1.625”L x 13.25”W x 0.75”H.
 
133777 $26.95

Jackson Galaxy Kick Back Kicker
Cats love to kick, it’s natural instinct! The Jackson Galaxy Kick Back Kicker is 
like nothing you’ve seen before! Now when your cat kicks, this toy rebounds 
back, giving your cat the instinctual sensation of actually catching prey. Kick 
& kick and this flexible kicker springs back to keep the action going! Contains 
catnip & features durable mixed materials.
  
136751 $15.75     
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Catit 2.0 Senses Digger
The Catit Senses 2.0 Digger encourages cats to work for 
their food/treats in a fun and natural manner. As cats are 
true hunters, they need to be able to search and locate 
food in different locations around the house. The Senses 
2.0 Digger incorporates this idea as part of the Senses 2.0 
vision, with a smart design that activates your cat’s natural 
pawing behavior during playtime. Hiding kibble or treats 
in the Digger’s multiple tubes plays on a cat’s instincts to 
sniff and paw out smaller portions of food, which stimulates 
activity and reduces binge eating. The Senses 2.0 Digger 
includes 3 short, narrow tubes, 2 long, wide tubes, a stable 
base and a rubber mat to lock the product in place. The tubes have 
rounded ends, making them easy to use and clean. The Senses 2.0 
Digger is great individually or in combination with other Catit Senses 
2.0 products.    
 
133008 $19.95  

Catit 2.0 Senses Wave Circuit
The Catit Senses 2.0 Wave Circuit includes 1 straight part, 
4 wavy curved parts with top opening, 2 end parts and 1 
circuit ball. The Wave circuit offers elevation, for more diverse movements. 
To keep your cat interested, you need to change their toy set-up often. 
Catit Senses 2.0 is the only cat toy series that allows you to create new 
and exciting setups for your cat, quickly and easily! Each toy was designed 
to activate and stimulate your cat’s unique senses, all in one fresh, green 
style to match any home interior, no matter the arrangement. The Senses 
2.0 Wave Circuit is great individually or in combination with other Catit 
Senses 2.0 products. Dimensions: Height 2.1” - Weight 1.3 lb.   
 
133017 $25.95   

Catit 2.0 Senses Wellness Center
The #1 Catnip Relaxation Spot! The Catit Senses 2.0 Wellness Center was designed to be the ultimate relaxation 
spot. The Wellness Center includes a wide variety of brushes, textures and massage ridges to help your cat relax 
and groom themselves. All of the features are easily accessible from all sides to suit 
any cat’s personal preferences and grooming habits. If your cat likes catnip, they 
are in for a treat! The Wellness Center includes a batch of dried catnip herbs 
of Canadian quality. The green padded cushion is perfectly sized for a lie 
down or nap. The Senses 2.0 Wellness Center has a low ergonomic base 
with wavy massage ridges on either side. These will help satisfy any itch 
that needs scratching and/or massaging, even in those hard-to-reach 
areas. Cats like to keep clean and groom themselves. To help them 
along, the product includes dual flexible combs to remove and 
collect loose and shedding hair. At the very top of the Wellness 
Center sits a special massager that is ideally shaped for your 
cat’s head, neck and face.  A great instrument for relieving 
stress and relaxing in general.
Length 19.8” - Height 6.1” - Width 17.9” - Weight 1.4 lb.      
  
133016 $32.95   
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Catit Senses 2.0 Cat Grass Kit - 3/pk
The Catit Senses 2.0 Grass Kit contains vermiculite instead 
of soil. Unlike potting soil, vermiculite is a tidy resource 
to work with. Keep your hands clean while guaranteeing 
the best care for your cat. Grass is a natural source of 
fiber, which stimulates digestion and helps prevent hairball 
buildups. Houseplants are often toxic and therefore not 
suitable for consumption. Catit Grass Kit contains 3 bags of 
vermiculite and 3 bags of cat grass seeds. In addition, the 
new bags of vermiculite now contain 0,7 L.   Grass kit to use 
with 2.0 Senses Grass Planter. 
    
 
133013 $13.95    

Catit Senses 2.0 Food Tree
The Senses 2.0 Food Tree was based on the original Catit Food 
Maze, combined with several major design upgrades! The Food 
Tree is difficult to knock over thanks to its new broad stable 
base, and the top opening was reduced to prevent cheating cats 
from directly accessing the kibble. The Senses 2.0 Food Tree is 
the feeding solution for cats that tend to eat quickly. Cats are 
required to move the kibble or treats from the top to the bottom 
of the tree by pawing at it through the side openings. The kibble 
ends up in the whisker-stress free bowl, which prevents spillage. 
The Catit Senses 2.0 Food Tree can be set to various levels of difficulty by rotating 
the middle disc and adjusting the opening sizes. As cats are true hunters, they need 
to be able to search and locate food in different locations around the house. The 
Senses 2.0 Food Tree incorporates this idea as part of the Senses 2.0 vision, with a 
smart design that activates your cat’s natural pawing behavior during playtime. The 
Senses 2.0 Food Tree is easy to disassemble and clean. The Senses 2.0 Food Tree is 
great individually or in combination with other Catit Senses 2.0 products. .       
    
133009 $37.95     

Catit 2.0 Senses Grass Planter
New and Improved Catit Senses 2.0 Grass Planter. The grid cover  prevents 
digging. The improved tray holds the optimal amount of soil for growing cat grass, 
and drainage holes prevent overwatering and root rot. The low and stable base has 
added texture for water level control. The rubber mat prevents the Grass planter 
from moving. Thanks to its clever design, the Grass planter is very stable and 
difficult to knock over. Grass Kits not included, sold seperately. 
Dimensions: Length 14.6” - Height 2.6” - Width 14.6” - Weight 13.6oz. 
     
 
133014 $24.95    

Catit Play  2.0 Tumbler Bee 
The Catit Play Tumbler Bee is an interactive cat 
toy that spins crazily and sends out laser beams 
getting your cat to play. The Tumbler Bee also 
allows you to insert your cat’s favorite treats 
and the ball will dispense them during play. The 
colorful bee accessory can be replaced. This toys 
uses replaceable batteries (not included). 
 
136684 $19.95    
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Catit 2.0 Catnip Shaker - 15g
The Catit Senses 2.0 Catnip Shaker contains 100% dried Canadian catnip. Sprinkle 
on cat toys and scratching posts, or even put into home-made soft toys. Moreover, 
the Catit Senses 2.0 Catnip Shaker is perfect for use with the Catit Senses 2.0 Self 
Groomer (133015). The top opening has 3 different settings making it perfect for various 
applications.

135011 $6.95

Catit 2.0 Catnip Spray - 60ml
Would you like to stimulate your cat to play more intensely or keep your feline 
away from your furniture? Then catnip is the way to go! The Catit Senses 2.0 
Catnip Spray is a great training tool for cats. A single coating will stimulate your 
cat to play and/or scratch in the spot you want them to. Use the catnip spray on 
cat toys, fabrics and scratching posts to safeguard your furniture. 

135009 $6.95

Catit Senses 2.0 Scratcher
The Catit Senses 2.0 Scratcher has a fully renewable scratcher part that 
minimizes waste. Simply replace the individual scratching discs for an 
entirely new scratcher. The Catit Senses 2.0 Scratcher helps cats to 
satisfy their natural scratching 
instincts, steering clear of the 
home furniture. The Senses 2.0 
Scratcher includes a durable 
scratcher top, body and broad 
stable base with 8 corrugated 
cardboard discs.
 
136669 $39.95   

Honeysuckle Spray
“If your cat is destroying your furniture or your carpet, then use this spray on their scratch post!” 2 oz 
bottle of pure Honeysuckle Spray that you can use to rejuvenate toys, spray on scratching posts, on pet 
beds, to attract your feline friend to where you want them to go. Even on yourself. You will be much loved 
for getting this.
 
2oz. 108327 $6.95

The Amazing Honeysuckle Cat Toys 
Is an innovative Canadian owned and operated company, that creates and manufactures unique quality pet products 
to enhance each owners ability to affectionately pamper and care for their pets. The sweet cat attracting aroma of 
honeysuckle will energize your cat with playful affection. Cats love these remarkable toys to sniff, rub on, chase, play, 
cuddle, roll over, carry around, bat with their paws, or use as a pillow! 
Directions: for a quicker response, moisten your honeysuckle toy with water,  
then give to your cat. This activates the rich cat attracting aroma!
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Ground Honeysuckle
A ground-up formulation you can use to rejuvenate toys, sprinkle 
on posts, or on your kitty’s favourite blanket. Available in 2 sizes.
 
1/2 oz 123699 $4.95
1 oz 123700 $6.95

Honeysuckle Mouse
These may not be the most “attractive’ toy to the human eye, but my best friend’s Bengal 
will play with nothing else! Made of fun fur with a jute twine tail - double the fun!

Honeysuckle Mouse 104720 $2.95

Honeysuckle Knot
Felines love fleece - say that quickly three times! A variety of awesome prints knotted 
with honeysuckle inside.

Honeysuckle Knots 104718 $2.75

Honeysuckle Cushion
The very first honeysuckle toy ever designed! We use a wide variety of 100% cotton 
cat prints and lined with a second layer of cotton broadcloth for durability. These are 
still our most popular toy.

Honeysuckle Cushion 104716 $2.95

Honeysuckle Variety Pack
These variety packs are perfect for the discerning shopper - for multi-cat 
households - enough toys for every feline on the couch.

Honeysuckle Variety Pack 104728 $6.75

Honeysuckle Funky Mouse 
The “un-catnip” cat toy that some cats prefer! If your kitty does not respond 
to catnip, it may adore honeysuckle. This is the fun and funky faux fur version 
of the popular Honeysuckle Mouse by Kitty Kottage. Features a longer fur in a 
variety of colors, some in pastels and some featuring two colors.
 
115582 $3.45 

Multipet Clown Fish with Catnip - 2/pk
This 2-pack of our Clown Fish cat toy is filled with enticing catnip! 
Shipped in assorted colors.
 
136708 $6.75
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Multipet Licensed Catnip Toys
Why should pups get to have all the fun with Lamb Chop, 
Garfield, Wood Woodpecker and Mr. Bill? Now cats can toss, 
cuddle and swat these catnip filled toys.
 
Lamb Chop - 4” 136698 $8.95 
Mr. Bill - 4” 136699 $8.95 
Woody WoodPecker - 4.5” 136700 $8.95 
Garfield - 4.5” 136701 $8.95 

Multipet “Look Who’s Talking” Catnip Toys
Multipets plush “Look Who’s Talking” cat toys are filled 
with organic catnip and each makes an animal sound 
when swatted. Keeps cats entertained for hours. *Contains 
batteries. Available in 4 different animals. 

Duck - 1.25”  136704 $5.75 
Chicken - 1.25” 136705 $5.75 
Fish - 1.25” 136706 $5.75 
Frog - 1.25” 136707 $5.75

Multipet Cat Scratch Roller with 
          Jingle Bells - 7.5”
Cats can really dig their claws into the Cat Scratch 
Roller. Features multiple holes for viewing the jingle 
balls inside.  Scented with catnip.

136703 $9.45  
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Jackson Galaxy Iguana Kick Ya Kicker
This Jackson Galaxy Photo Real Lizard Kicker is the perfect item to 
activate a cat’s natural hunting instincts. Perfectly sized for kicking & 
wrestling, the photo real lizard features catnip inside & a durable soft 
outside material. Shape & material are designed to allow cats to hug 
the toy while bunny kicking the opposite end.

136752 $10.95 

Jackson Galaxy Marinater Photo Fish
The Jackson Galaxy Marinator Photo Fish Toy promises to keep your cat 
active and engaged. This  toy contains the optimal level of fresh, organic 
catnip to keep your cat’s level of interest and ensure he/she is always ready 
for play. Available in a 2 pack or single pack. 

Regular Size  - 2/pk 136748 $6.95 
Large Size - 1/pk 136749 $9.75

OurPets Scratch N Sniff Scratchers
Scratching is a cat’s natural method of shedding the outer nail layer of their claws, helping to 
maintain healthy claws and paws. The OurPets ® Scratch-N-Sniff scratchers provide you cats 
with the benefits of a regular cat scratcher and the added benefit of micro-encapsulated catnip 
aroma bursts, made with North-American-grown catnip.  Millions of micro-encapsulated catnip oil 
are embedded in the corrugate surface and only release a catnip aroma when your cat scratches 
to break the capsule.  This means that you do not 
have to add messy catnip flakes to attract your cat.  
Since the catnip aroma is built-in and only activated 
by scratching, your cat will be interested for longer 
because the aroma will not fade as quickly as regular 
catnip.  This way there will always be more catnip for 
later! Available in 2 sizes.

Single Scratcher 135657 $10.95
Double Scratcher 135658 $16.45

OurPets Bird in a Cage
OurPets® Bird in a Cage  makes every cat’s fantasy of teasing the bird of the house a reality.  
As this lifelike bird cat toy flutters around in its cage, while making the RealBirdTM sound, your 
cat will have no choice but to enter into hunting mode!  This will engage your cat in plenty of 
physical activity and mental stimulation. This lifelike Bird in a Cage  cat toy features: •A realistic 
bird that jumps, flutters, and makes the RealBird sound •A no tangle, durable string •Wobble 
base that ensures the toy will stand upright during play.

135659 $29.95
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Catrine Catmosphere, a unique quality toy for your cat. Simulate your cats curiosity with this unique treat dispenser. Filled 
with you cats favorite treats the dispenser creates an unpredictable roll that engages the cat to chase it! Once the toy is 
caught, the cat is rewarded with a treat. The physical stimulation involved in the chase makes the dispenser suitable in 
supporting controlled diets and treatment of feline obesity. 
Available in 2 color combinations. 
    
Black insert - 95mm  920029 $19.95
Pink Insert - 95mm  920030 $19.95

OurPets Whirling Wiggler
The OurPets® Whirling Wiggler spinner toy was developed to indulge 
your cat’s inner hunter. It’s not uncommon to see cats lunge, jump, 
and dive after insects and butterflies. The Whirling WigglerTM allows 
your cat to stalk and hunt safely with each movement and vibration. 
It’s also great for cats that need to stay occupied and need a little extra 
exercise! The double butterflies allow this toy to have two flight modes, 
chase and play. The wire slider lets you change the flight modes of 
the butterflies. The Chase flight mode (wire slider down), means that 
one butterfly is flying freely, while the other is chasing closely behind. 
Play flight mode (wire slider up), lets the butterflies fly in sync as they 
playfully flutter around the base of the toy. OurPets® Whirling Wiggler 
has an easy twist-off base that allows you to place two AAA batteries 
into the toy. Flip the switch to on and watch your cat bat at the two 
fluttering butterflies.

135662 $21.45

Petsafe Slimcat
SlimCat is an interactive product that increases feline activity, decreases excessive eating 
and helps to correct behavioral problems arising from boredom. It fights obesity and helps 
maintain optimum weight. Slimcat measures approximately 7cm diameter and can be used 
by cats of all sizes. 
Available is 4 colors.

Blue 117604 $8.95
Green 117605 $8.95
Orange 117606 $8.95
Pink  117607 $8.95

Hagen™ - Pet Carrier
Inexpensive travel container.
 
Corrugated - 10” x 10” x 15” 102623 $6.95
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Catit Pet Carrier Voyageur - Airline Approved!
The Catit Voyageur line of travel carriers is the ideal solution for your pet 
transportation needs. Durable, sturdy and safe, the Catit Voyageur pet 
carrier is ideal for transporting your pet by car, bus, train or even by air. 
Features: •Optimal ventilation and air flow  •Top Petting Door •Top Access 
Spring Locking Mechanism •Easy Assembly Side Latch System •Molded Waste 
Collection Gutter •Treat compartment with food / water Bowl  •Meets airline 
regulations (with permanent screws / tie wraps) •Also suitable for small dogs. 
Available in 2 sizes and 2 colors.

  Gray/Gray Pink/White
Voyageur 100   19”L x 12.8”W x 11”H 117995 134681 $44.95
Voyageur 200   22”L x 14.8”W x 12”H 117996 134247 $49.95

Tuff Crate Airline Carriers
Padded strap for over the shoulder carrying. 
Water resistant base padding for extra comfort 
during transportation. Mesh windows on all sides 
for ventilation and pet visibility. 
17 ” L x 10 ” W x 9 ” H. Available in 3 colors: 

Pink & Cream  120533 $59.95
Black & Grey  120534 $59.95
Blue & Grey  120535 $59.95

Catit Cabrio Cat Carrier - New!
“Get your feline friend from point A to B (struggle free!) with the Catit Cabrio. Thoughtfully constructed, the Catit Cabrio 
carrier was specifically engineered for cats and designed to keep them safe, comfortable and most importantly, secure 
while travelling. The conventional seatbelt ensures your pet’s safety in any moving vehicle and the external access to the 
removable diner reduces the risk of your pet escaping. The skid-resistant textured floor will help prevent sliding during 
transport and keep your furry friend relaxed and in one spot. When hand-carried the integrated molded handle will help 
to reduce pet motion sickness and the added shoulder strap provides extra carrying comfort for the owner. Features also 
include: complete ventilation and visibility and conversion to cat home/bed.  
Key Features: •360° accessible design with single-hand locking mechanism. •Designed to be secured in vehicle with 
conventional seatbelt  *External access to removable diner; reduces risk of pet escaping. •Collection gutter molded into 
base for spilled food, water, urine  *Skid-resistant textured floor helps prevent pet from sliding during transport.
•Integrated molded handle helps reduce pet motion sickness when hand-carried, includes shoulder strap. •Converts 
into a cozy cat bed with direct access to food and water, perfect for on the go or stays at the vet. •Complete ventilation. 
•Available in three stylish colors: Cherry Red, Turquoise and Blue-Gray. •Size: 20” x 13” x 13.75”
For cats with a maximum height: 13.75” and weight of 11.3 kg (25 lbs).      
   
Cherry Red 137746 $74.95
Turquoise 137745 $74.95
Blue-Grey 137747 $74.95
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Feline Greenies
Keep your cat’s smile healthy with new Feline Greenies® dental treats. Naturally formulated with added 
vitamins, minerals and taurine, they’re 100% nutritionally complete and balanced for the maintenance of adult 
cats. Feline Greenies® unique teeth-cleaning shape is clinically proven to help reduce tartar and plaque buildup. 
There are no artificial colors, flavors or preservatives, and it’s less than 2 calories per piece.  Tartar-fighting 
has never tasted so good. Cats are finicky. So we played (and played) with the recipe until we got it just right. 
And guess what? Cats love the taste! At least that’s what we think all the purring means. Now there are 8 tasty 
flavors for your cat to enjoy: 

 2.5oz  5.5oz  11oz
Oven Roasted Chicken 110052 $4.49 119883 $8.95 133004 $14.95
Savory Salmon 110050 $4.49 119885 $8.95 135770 $14.95
Tempting Tuna 112163 $4.49 119886 $8.95 133005 $14.95
Catnip 127367 $4.49 127366 $8.95 135771 $14.95

FELINE GREENIES® SMARTBITES® TREATS
FELINE GREENIES® SMARTBITES® Treats offer breakthrough functionality in an irresistible treat. These “smart 
treats” are not indulgent empty calories. SMARTBITES® Treats contain natural ingredients that provide real 
health benefits. Hairball Control delivered in a delicious dual-textured treat cats love. Finally, treating has a 
higher purpose. 

NUTRITIOUS INGREDIENTS
Veterinarian-designed formulas feature natural fibers, coconut meal, premium proteins and fish oil for health 
benefits other cat treats can’t offer.

Smartbites® HAIRBALL CONTROL
Cats need a balance of fibers to help minimize the formation of hairballs in 
their digestive tract. In our FIBERBLEND™ Formula, a combination of plant-
based fibers helps minimize hairball formation and promote healthy digestion. 
Available in Chicken and Tuna flavors. 

Chicken - 60g 123497 $4.49
Tuna - 60g 123498 $4.49

Pill Pockets
Makes pills a treat to give! Pet owners love the convenience! Pill delivery treat; 
no mess, no stress; highly palatable flavours; eliminates need to use fattening 
substitutes such as cheese and peanut butter; no refrigeration needed; easy to use 
resealable pouch; Veterinarian designed and recommended.

Salmon-flavour 1.6oz. 110064    $10.95
Chicken-flavour 1.6oz. 110063    $10.95
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Vital Essentials Freeze Dried Cat Treats
Vital Essentials Freeze-Dried Vital Cat Treats are packed with vital nutrients, made with only 
fresh, whole, single-sourced USDA animal protein to provide essential nutrition that cats 
instinctively crave. They’re a purr-fect way to reward your feline with 
healthy and nutritious treats. Pure raw - with no “junk” ingredients.

Duck Liver Bites - 25.5g 136407 $9.45
Rabbit Bites - 25.5g 136408 $9.45

PureBites Salmon
PureBites® are made with only 1 ingredient; 100% Pure Wild-Caught & Made in USA 
Pacific Ocean Sockeye Salmon. Cats love the taste of PureBites® because our treats 
are freeze dried RAW to lock in the aroma, texture and freshness they crave. Cat parents 
love PureBites® because our treats are 100% pure and rich in nutrients for a happy and 
healthy life. Available in 2 sizes.

14g  134991 $4.25 
26g 134998 $6.45 

PureBites Beef Liver  
Cats will love the taste of PureBites! Only 1 ingredient, 100% Natural and Pure USDA 
inspected Beef Liver. High in protein, and less than 3 calories per treat. Freeze dried 
to preserve the natural nutrition and freshness of Beef Liver.

24g package 118200 $4.45

PureBites Turkey
Pure Bites Turkey Breast Cat Treats contain only 1 ingredient; 100% natural and pure 
USDA Inspected Turkey Breast. These are high in protein and are less than 9 calories 
per treat. They are low in fat and as with all PureBites® treats, cats love the taste!. All 
PureBites® treats are freeze dried to lock in the aroma, valuable nutrients, texture and 
freshness. Feed as a treat or use as a training aid. 

14g 123057 $4.25 

PureBites Shrimp
Pure Bites Shrimp Cat Treats contain only 1 ingredient, 100 percent natural and pure 
shrimp. Pure Bites Shrimp Cat Treats are high in protein and are less than 1 calorie 
per treat for a happy and healthy life for your cat. Freeze dried to preserve the natural 
nutrition and freshness of Shrimp.

8g 120645 $4.25 
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Benny Bullys Liver Plus
Cat owners have discovered Benny Bullys® Cat Treats as a 
nutritious, pure and natural alternative to traditional cat treats. 
Our new functionally nutritious Plus line adds tasty ingredients 
with known nutritional benefits to our original Benny Bullys Liver 
Chops®. Available in 3 flavors.

Beef Liver Plus Fish 25g 129683 $4.95 
Beef Liver Plus Beef Heart 25g 129684 $4.95 
Beef Liver Plus Cranberry 25g 129685 $4.95   

Armitage Good Girl Treats
The Good Girl Catnip Drops have been flavoured with real catnip to provide your cat with an exciting treat.  
Catnip Drops can be used for treats, as a reward or for use during training. Cats are driven wild by catnip, and 
it’s sure to have your cat hooked.

Catnip Drops - 80g 136745 $4.25
(•Ingredients: Milk & milk derivaties, oils & fats, various sugars, 
minerals, cereals, derivities of vegetable origin. Typical Analysis: 
Protein 5.0%, Fat 29.0%, Fibre 1.2%, Humidite 3.0%, Ash 7.3%.)

Catnip Drops - 40g 136746 $1.95
(•Ingredients: Milk and Milk Derivatives, Oils and Fats, Various Sugars, 
Minerals, Cereals, Herbs (Catnip 4%)

Yummy Milk Drops - 40g 136666 $1.75
(•Ingredients: Oils and Fats, Milk and Milk Derivatives (milk content 4%), 
Various Sugars, Minerals, Cereals. Crude Protein 4% *Fat Content 26% 
*Crude Fibres 0% *Crude Ash 7%)

Armitage Good Girl Kitty Grass
The Good Girl Kitty Grass adds roughage to your cat’s diet and may help prevent 
fur-balls. It is simple and easy to grow and can help aid digestion as well as 
providing vitamins for your cat.

136747 $6.95

CatIt Nibbly Cat Treats
Catit Nibbly are delicious, artisanally baked cat treats made with 
human-grade ingredients. They do not contain corn, wheat or soy, and 
their non-greasy, crunchy outside doesn’t stick to your fingers. The 
treats are baked on a tray for that crunchy bite your cat will love.  Key 
Features: *Made with delicious, human-grade ingredients *Does not 
contain corn, wheat or soy *Non-greasy, crunchy outside doesn’t stick 
to your fingers *Packed with high-quality meat, rich in amino acids 
*Fortified with taurine *Available flavours: chicken, chicken and liver 
and salmon *Size: 90 g (3.2 oz) package. 

Chicken - 90g 136688 $2.95 
Chicken & Liver - 90g 136689 $2.95
Salmon - 90g 136690 $2.95 
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CatSure Meal Replacement Powder
CatSure™ is expertly formulated to provide a complete, nutritious meal replacement when 
your cat’s regular diet isn’t an option. For cats recovering from injury, refusing their food, or 
experiencing signs of aging, CatSure provides nutritional support to promote overall health 
and healing.  •Meets AAFCO Cat Food Nutrient Profile for adult maintenance •Easy to digest 
•Contains prebiotics and probiotics •Encourages fluid uptake •Contains taurine for heart and 
eye health •Contains no corn or wheat •Flavor enhanced with vanilla . New 4 oz. powder 
formula reconstitutes to 16 oz. of liquid, creating 45% more than the original 11 oz. liquid 
formula. As a powder, CatSure can be stored up to three months after opening. **Note that 
CatSure is not intended for use as a kitten formula.

4oz 136018 $11.45

KMR Milk Replacer for Kittens
A complete food source for orphaned or rejected kittens or those nursing, but needing 
supplemental feeding. Also recommended for growing kittens or adult cats that are stressed 
and require a source of highly digestible nutrients. KMR is a complete diet for kittens fortified 
with vitamins and minerals. KMR’s life saving formula closely matches 
queen’s milk in protein and energy and also contains taurine.

KMR Liquid 8 oz. 101646 $8.45

KMR Powder  6 oz. 101647 $28.95
KMR Powder 5 lbs 115729 $199.95
(easy to mix with water)

Catit Creamy Lickable’s - Now Available in Value Pack!
Catit Creamy is a healthy and hydrating lickable treat, rich in amino acids. Serve on a dish or feed your cat directly 
from the tube as a special reward. Catit Creamy treats are natural, tasty and full of essential nutrients. Add some tasty 
variation to your cat’s diet with Catit Creamy treats - delicious by itself or as a dry food topping. Key Features : •Very 
palatable •High meat content •Rich in amino acids•Delicious by itself or as dry food topping •Add tasty variety to your 
cat’s diet •5 pack x 15 g tubes.
Available in 4 flavors. 

 5x15g 12x15g
 $3.95 $9.95
Chicken & Liver 136685 137964
Salmon 136686 137965
Seafood 136687 N/A
Tuna 137968 137966
Assorted (4 ea. Chicken, Salmon, Tuna) N/A 137967

KMR 2nd Step Kitten Weaning Powder
KMR 2nd Step Kitten Weaning food is made in the USA. A highly digestible and complete 
food for young growing kittens. KMR 2nd Step Kitten Weaning Food is a creamy transitional 
cereal developed to follow KMR, for easy transition from milk to solid food. KMR 2nd Step 
Kitten Weaning Food has superior digestibility and palatability.

14oz 128815 $20.45 
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GOOFURR Salmon Paste
The Super GooFurr Easy Way to Pill Your Cat! Goofurr is the only all natural and 
delicious salmon paste on the market today to be mixed with your cat’s pills or 
supplements making medicating your cat simple and successful every time. 100% 
Natural, Incredibly Delicious & Easy to Use!  Goofurr contains No Artificial Colors 
or Preservatives. GooFurr has no side effects and is safe to give on a daily basis, 
making it an excellent vehicle to also deliver vitamin supplements.
                                                                                                                       
2oz package 128016 $14.95

Supplements

Tartar Shield DentaTab Powder – 200g  
Now in FASTER Dissolving Powder Form!
Tartar Shield DentaTab powder is an easy way to help your pet maintain better oral 
health. Simply dissolve DentaTab powder in your pet's drinking water. The formulation 
contains two clinically tested additives that have been shown to help prevent the 
formation of dental plaque and calculus. DentaTab powder is tasteless, odorless and 
ideal for pets that need to limit their calorie intake or for pets with allergy concerns.

121483 $39.95

Tartar Shield Cat Treats
For cleaner, healthier teeth and gums reward your cat with Tartar Shield Cat Treats. 
Each tasty morsel contains malic acid, a naturally occurring ingredient found in citrus 
fruits. The patented formula is clinically proven to clean teeth, freshen breath, reduce 
bacteria, and prevent plaque and tartar build-up by up to 40%. Malic acid also acts 
as a flavor enhancer, making Tartar Shield Cat Treats a tasty treat your cat is sure to 
love! 4.5 oz. package.
   
121476 $9.25

Grannicks Bitter Apple Taste Deterrent
The original taste deterrent for Cats in a dabber bottle “Cause Cats 
Hate Sprays”. Discourages fur biting, hair chewing, and hot spots. 
 
4oz 123155 $11.95

PetAg Nursing Kits - New!
A nurser developed to promote the natural feeding of  KMR® or other liquids 
to animals. 2 oz Bottles and nipple specially designed for  small babies. Bottle 
feeding allows animal to refuse formula when full. Nursing action develops facial 
muscles and stimulates the normal flow of saliva. Bottle: Durable enough to stand 
up to repeated use. Marked with graduations to make monitoring food intake 
easier and to help prevent over or under feeding. Nipples: Elongated and balloon 
styles for longer palates, wildlife and exotic species. Constructed of durable, 
flexible silicon that are readily acceptable and latex-free. Cleaning Brush: 
Cleaning brush sized for the bottle to make washing thorough and easy.
   
115437 $7.45
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Earth Balance Pill Paste - Bacon Flavored
Kitty medication time has never been such a breeze! Pill Paste makes it easy. 
Deliciously tempting for your cat, Pill Paste works for any size pill, and cats 
adore its mouth-watering bacon flavor. Non-sticky and low-calorie,  Pill Paste 
fools even the craftiest cats.  The struggle is over! Features: •Easy to shape oral 
paste •Does not stick to fingers •Covers any size pill •Highly palatable •Up to 30 
servings per container •All the taste with less fat & no mess.   

60g 136713 $13.95 

Nutri-Vet Hairball Paw Gel - New!
Nutri-Vet Hairball Paw-Gel for cats contains natural oils and lubricants that help prevent hairballs 
in cats of all ages. The tasty salmon flavor gel prevents hairballs by minimizing excessive 
shedding while also promoting skin and coat health. Benefits: •Vegetable oil provides omega-3 
fatty acids and helps lubricate the intestinal tract •Soybean oil provides alpha-linolenic acid, 
linoleic acid and oleic acid for skin health along with fiber to promote intestinal health •Tasty 
salmon flavor any cat would love.
 
3oz tube 138677 $15.95

Prozyme Powder - New!
Natural Enzyme Food Supplement.  Blend of four highly purified plant-derived enzymes in a redy to 
use palatable powder form used to support digestion of pet’s food. Enzyme combination provides 
multiple-benefits:   enhances nutrient absorption, provides more energy, provides shiny coat, reduces 
skin problems, excessive shedding, flatulence, bloating and stool eating. Minimizes weight issues. The 
proprietary blend of enzymes contains:  sources of Bromelain (a protease), alpha-amylase, lipase and 
cellulase.  These enzymes support the normal digestion process to break down protein, starch, fat and 
fibre. Available in 2 sizes 200g and 454g. 

200g 125862 $32.95
454g 125863 $51.95

Nutri-Vet Pet Ease Paw Gel - New!
Nutri-Vet Pet-Ease Paw-Gel helps keep your cat calm and has a tasty salmon flavor they’ll love. 
It contains a veterinarian-formulated blend of herbs and essential oils to ease anxiety during 
times of stress, including travel, boarding, and storms. Benefits: •Chamomile, which contains 
tryptophan, produces a calming effect. •Passion flower extract helps reduce restlessness, 
anxiety and nervousness. •Oat extract acts as a calming agent. •Catnip extract makes gel even 
more appealing to your feline friend.
 
3oz tube 138638 $15.95
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Cumfy-O Ultra Soft Pet Beds
Cumfy-O Ultra Soft Pet Bed is a comfortable, durable 
resting bed for any cat. Completely machine washable, 
this bed has a 17” diameter. Your cat will love to rest 
in this warm and cozy circular bed with slightly raised 
sides. Available in 3 colors. 
     
 
Pink  134993 $21.95
Charcoal 134996 $21.95

CUMFY 2in1 Cat Bed / Cave - Blue
A 2in 1 comfy unit for your feline.  Use as a bed or convert to a cave hiding 
place. Dimensions: 22” x 18” x 11”. 
      
136710 $32.95

UT Solution Gel - New!
Promotes optimum bladder health & supports normal kidney 
detoxification and a healthy urinary tract. Features: •For cats 6 months 
and older. •Formulated with Cranberry Extract and Oregon Grape Root. 
•Easy-to-administer great-tasting gel formula.
 
3.5oz 138318 $19.95

Hairball Natural Solution Gel - New!
This natural formulation supplement is recommended to gently help eliminate and 
prevent hairballs. Features: •A supplement for cats 6 months and older. •No petrolatum. 
•Formulated with vegetable oil, glycerin and psyllium seed husk to gently move hairballs 
through the digestive tract. •Easy-to-administer great-tasting gel formula.  3.5oz tube. 
 
3.5oz 138317 $13.95
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Vesper Cat Beds
The Vesper Cat Beds are highly comfortable beds with adorable 
cat design, made from durable cotton fabric and soft polyester. 
The inner cushion can be easily removed for cleaning and the anti-
skid bottom keeps the bed securely into place. Each bed includes 
a plush ball toy on a string. The perfect spot for your cat to have 
sweet dreams! Key Features : •Highly comfortable cat bed with 
adorable cat design •Made from soft polyester and durable cotton 
fabric •Anti-skid bottom •Inner cushion can be easily removed for 
cleaning •Includes plush ball toy on string •Available in blue and 
red. Dimensions: 19.6”L x 19.6”W x 7.8”H.  Available in 2 colors. 

Red  136692  $69.95
Blue  136691  $69.95

SPOT Cuddle Cave - Faux Suede - New!
Faux suede exterior, with cumfy cozy plus interior. 
Recessed center for pets that like to cuddle and burrow. 
Hood provides extra warmth and security. Made with 
100% recycled fill and machine washable. Fabric bottom. 
Dimensions: 22”L x 17”W x 10”H. Available in 2 colors. 
  
Tan  137760 $37.45
Black 137761 $37.45

SPOT Cuddle Cave - Animal Prints - New!
Soft plush Cheetah and Snow Leopard designs. Recessed center for 
pets that like to cuddle and burrow. Hood provides extra warmth and 
security. Made with 100% recycled fill and machine washable. Non 
woven bottom. Dimensions: 22”L x 17”W x 10”H.
  
Cheeta Print 137758 $37.95
Snow Leopard Print 137759 $39.95
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BUSTER Self Cleaning Slicker Brush
The BUSTER Slicker brush is a gentle and effective multi purpose 
grooming tool for de-matting and removing unwanted loose hairs. 
The retractable pins save you valuable clean up time, when the pad is 
full just release the hair by a push of the button. For long, thick, and 
double coats. Available with hard pins or soft pins.   
  
 Hard Pins  Soft Pins 
 $17.45 $19.25
Small 920094 920097
  

BUSTER Massage Brush
The BUSTER Massage brush removes shedding hair and massages 
your pet at the same time. The rubber teeth stimulate the coats 
natural oils at the same time massages and relaxes your pet. The 
Buster Massage brush encourages healthy skin and enhances 
circulation. For Short to Medium Coats.   
  
Small  920302 $9.95

BUSTER Pin Brush
The BUSTER Pin brush breaks up the coat, removing loose hair and debris. Its 
recommended that you brush with long stokes in the direction of hair growth.  
Brushing distributes your pets natural oils, leaving a shiny and
healthy coat. For short, medium or long coats.
       
Small 920305 $13.45 

BUSTER Porcupine Brush 
The BUSTER Porcupine brushes long bristles help reduce tangles 
and mats from the undercoat while the shorter bristles polish 
the coat. The brushing distributes natural oils, leaving a shiny 
healthy coat. For double, thick and untidy coats.  
  
Small 920303 $16.45
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BUSTER Flea Comb
The BUSTER Flea comb removes fleas, nits and debris.  
For all coat types.    
 
920106 $5.45

BUSTER De-Shedder 
The BUSTER De-Shedder removes larger quantities of fur with little effort. It increases 
circulation and cuts down on the amount of fur that your pet ingests. The Buster 
De-Shedder brings out your pets natural oils, promoting a healthier and shinner coat. 
For long, thick and double coats.     
  
Small - 4.5cm 920300 $36.45 

BUSTER Palm Style Pin Brush  
The BUSTER Palm style pin brush breaks up the coat, removing loose hair and 
debris, while distributing the natural oils, leaving your pet with a shiny and 
healthy coat. Adjustable strap to make the brush fit your hand comfortably. 
For short, medium and long coats. 

920304           $14.95

BUSTER Combs   
The BUSTER Combs remove knots and tangles. It’s recommended 
you comb in the direction of hair growth, working from the head 
towards the tail and down the legs for optimal results. Combing 
helps stimulate your pets natural oils for a healthy, shiny coat. 
Available in fine or coarse.  For all coat types.     
 
Coarse Comb ( 24 teeth)  920107 $11.45 
Fine Comb (37 teeth) 920108 $10.75

ZODIAC Flea & Tick Shampoo - 240ml
Quickly kills adult fleas and ticks on contact. Rich in conditioners pH 
balanced and alcohol free. Adds luster and groomability without irritation to 
pets’ sensitive skin. Can be used on puppies and kittens 8 weeks of age or 
older.
  
131336 $8.95 
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 Blue Natural Pink Red Purple Black Green
Kitten N/A 117433 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $27.95
Small 117437 117434 117435 117436 117438 118965 118966 $27.95
Medium 117441 117439 117440 117459 117442 118967 118968 $27.95
Large 103149 117443 111063 117445 117444 118969 118970 $27.95

Soft Paws Feline Nail Caps
Features: Developed by a veterinarian, Soft Paws are vinyl nail caps that glue on to your cat’s claws. It covers the 
claw tips so no damage occurs when your cat scratches. Soft Paws are an excellent alternative to declawing. They are 
easy to apply at home and cats and their owners love them. They are completely safe and humane and can be used 
on cats of all ages. 

Each package of Soft Paws contains 40 nail caps, 2 tubes of adhesive, applicator tips and easy to follow instructions. 
One package contains enough nail caps for 4 applications on Kitty’s front paws. The adhesive is the same type of 
adhesive used in many veterinary procedures. The caps and dried adhesive are non-toxic and completely safe. Soft 
Paws will not interfere with the normal extension and retraction of your cats nails. Your cat can still scratch with Soft 
Paws allowing normal stretching and scratching behavior to continue. Just no damage will occur. Most cats tolerate 
Soft Paws extremely well. The vast majority of cats don’t even know they are wearing them.

Sizes available:
Kitten - Soft Paws will fit most kittens by the time they reach the age of 12-16 
weeks. To test, try a nail cap on first without the adhesive. If it looks too big, don’t 
glue it on. The nail cap should fit snugly, like a glove. The nail caps can also be 
trimmed to fit if needed. Kittens up to about 5 months of age and 5 pounds body 
weight generally fit into the kitten size. It is best not to trim kitten’s nails before 
application because their nails are so small.

Small - Approximately 6 months of age. Approximately 6-8 pounds. 

Medium - Approximately 9-13 pounds. Most adult average size cats wear medium.

Large - Approximately 14 pounds and up. Very large-boned and large-breed cats 
wear large. Maine Coons, for example, are very large cats and generally wear large.

 Gold Sparkle Silver Sparkle Pink Sparkles Blue Sparkles
Kitten N/A N/A N/A N/A $27.95
Small 122893 122896 122899 122902 $27.95
Medium 122894 122897 122900 122903 $27.95
Large 122895 122898 122901 122904 $27.95

*Note: N/A = product is not available in color selection

BUSTER Nail Clippers 
Buster Nail Clippers have a precision cutting Blade and are easy to 
control for accurate clipping.   

Small  920105 $17.95
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Van Ness Sifting Litter Pan
High quality, economical molded plastic.
 
Litter Pan - Sifting 19” x 15.25” x 5.25” 107388 $35.95

PetSafe Scoop Free Self Cleaning Litter Box
ScoopFree® self-cleaning litter boxes can be left alone for weeks at 
a time. It is the only self-cleaning litter box that uses disposable litter 
trays to provide hands-off convenience and unbeatable odour control. 
Simply plug in the box and watch it work. The automatic rake system 
sweeps waste into the covered compartment 20 minutes after your cat 
uses the litter box. Safety sensors will detect if your cat re-enters the box 
and the 20-minute timer will reset. The litter box uses a special crystal 
litter, packed in a convenient disposable litter tray, that’s 5 timesmore 
effective at reducing odour than clay or clumping litters. Your cat will 
always have a clean, fresh-smelling litter box, and you’ll enjoy a home 
that’s effortlessly odour-free.  Replacement Crystal Litter trays available 
to purchase serperately.
   
133367 $199.95

PetSafe Scoop Free Blue Crystal Litter Refill Tray

133369 $27.95

Jackson Galaxy Soft Grip Nail Clippers
Jackson Galaxy Soft Grip Cat Nail Clippers are made specifically for 
the nails of felines to ensure that they are the perfect size to trim 
both safely & comfortably. This nail clipper is just the right size to 
safely & easily trim your cat’s nails. The non-slip comfortable rubber 
handle makes it easier to hold the clipper providing a safer grooming 
experience for your pet. Features: *Rotating clipper head for safer, 
faster nail cutting *Textured, non-slip handle *Stainless steel cutting 
edge. 

136744 $12.95

Van Ness Litter Pans
High quality, economical molded plastic.
 
Litter Pan - Small 13.5” x 9.5” x 3.5” 107385 $5.95
Litter Pan - Medium 16” x 12” x 4”  107386 $8.45
Litter Pan - Large 18.5” x 15.25” x 4.75” 107387 $10.45
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LitterLocker Litter Box with Scoop - New!
Provide your cat with a comfortable place to do her business, and one 
that prevents litter from scattering and makes cleaning easy, with the 
LitterLocker Litter Box. This litter box features soft rounded corners, 
flexibility and high walks, and was designed for easy entry, keeping litter 
inside the box, and easy handling and emptying of soiled litter. Features: 
•Elegant design that melts in your decor. This elegant and playful litter 
box is specifically designed to facilitate cat litter maintenance, thanks 
to its integrated handles, soft rounded corners, flexibility and high walls 
•Comfortable Fit. The front opening is low enough for the cat to enter 
easily, but high enough, plus its higher back wall to keep the litter inside 
when the cat is scratching it •Rounded end scoop for an efficient litter 
cleaning. The litter box includes its own Litter Scoop that clips and holds 
on both handle openings or around the litter box. No more parts lying 
around •Flexible material allowing better fit in narrow spaces •Integrated handles for easy handling and emptying 
of soiled litter •High edges preventing litter scattering •Glossy fun cat paw patterns on the exterior surface.    
Includes: 1 Litter Box, 1 Scoop. Product Dimensions: 22.3” x 17.6 “     
    
138520 $25.95
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Van Ness Litter Starter Kit
Includes cat pan, diner dish, liners & litter spoon.
 
Starter Kit 19” x 14.75” x 5.25” 107389 $32.95

PetSafe® Disposable Litter Box - New!
The PetSafe® Disposable Litter Box is made of durable corrugated cardboard. The compact litter box easily pops up 
and folds back down for travel convenience. The box comes with a bag of crystal litter which absorbs urine and dries 
solid waste for 5x better odor control than clumping clay litters. The protective coating on the box protects against 
leaks while the box nests snuggly in the lid for extra 
protection. Whether you’re moving or taking your pet on 
vacation, this litter box is a convenient potty solution for a 
pet on the move. Features: *Compact litter Box is perfect 
for travel  *Included premium crystal litter has unbeatable 
odor control *Protective coating protects against leaks 
*Box nests in lid for extra protection *Convenient box 
easily pops up and folds back down *Elevated entrance 
and included scoops make cleanup easy *For cats of any 
size *For indoor use only. System Includes: *8 Disposable 
Scoops *One 4.5 lb bag of Premium Crystal Litter 
*Disposable Litter Box.  
  
 
138557 $28.95

Van Ness Liners
Drawstring cat pan liners.
 
Liners - Large - 8/box 107391 $9.45
Liners - Giant - 8/box 113986 $9.45
Liners - XGiant - 6/box 117180 $9.45
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LitterLocker Design Plus Pail - New!
The LitterLocker soiled litter disposal system is completely odorless thanks to its multi-layer barrier 
film. Soiled litter can be stored in the LitterLocker for up to 2 weeks, but can be emptied at any 
time by the cat owner. The refill, which holds the barrier film, lasts up to 2 months on average. 
Refills are made of a plastic multi-layer barrier film that uses the Air-Seal technology, thus making 
the system completely air-tight. Revolutionary breakthrough in litter maintenance: No more running 
around for grocery bags :1 refill saves up to 60 grocery bags. No more trips to the garbage bin. 
One refill lasts up to 2 months for 1 cat. The LitterLocker Design Plus pail, unique in the market, 
effectively locks in odors and bacteria thanks to its Air-Seal technology. Its multi-layer, barrier bags 
guarantee you a clean, odorless environment. And its new square refill makes scooping easier. 
Includes: 1 free Refill, 1 scoop and scoop holder, with optional fabric sleeve to match with your 
house décor.  

133270 $31.95

3/pk of Refill Cartridges  

133271 $29.95

LitterLocker Design Pail Fabric Sleeve - New!
Dispose of cat litter the convenient, easy way with the help of the Litter Locker Design Plus Cat Paws 
Fabric Sleeve. Choose your style and personalize your Litter Locker Design Plus Pail with this sleeve.                                                                                                              
Features: •Easy Maintenance •Machine Washable •Material: 100% Polyester. Product Dimensions: 
20cm x 15cm x 2.5 cm. Available in 3 designs.    

Cat Paws  138517  $9.95 
Meow 138518  $9.95 
Wood 138519  $9.95 

Catit Cat Litter Scoops
Suitable for all types of litter. The scoop design allows to 
sift through easily, while retaining debris. Available in 3 
colors.
 
Pink 118068 $4.45
Blue 118069 $4.45
Grey 118070 $4.45
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CATIT Hooded Litter Pans
CatIt’s Hooded Cat Pan features a two-way plastic door to minimize odors and litter scatter in an affordable and 
stylish design. Large size is great for large cats or multiple cat households. 
Dimensions: 22.2 “L x 16.5 “W x 17.7 “H. Available in 3 colors. 

Pink with White top and Grey Base        116244 $47.95
Blue with White top and Grey Base        116245 $47.95
Grey with White top and Grey Base        116246 $47.95
Replacement Carbon filters  2/pk 116247 $6.95

CATIT MAGIC BLUE LITTER BOX AIR PURIFIER Cartridge & 2 pads
Catit Magic Blue cat litter deoderizer can be fitted to any litter box, 
but works best in the hooded models. Magic Blue reduces the bad 
litter box odors significantly, it absords up to 80% of the ammonia 
from the cat urine and reduces other foul odors up to 50%. The 
magic blue pads absorb up to 25 times more ammonia then the 
activated charcoal filter. A 1 month supply. Refill pads are also 
available to purchase seperately. 
  
131509 $6.95

Catit Magic Blue Refill Pads - 6/pk
3 months supply. 
  
131510 $11.95

Feline THUNDERSHIRTS
The Best Solution for Cat Anxiety! The solution that has already helped hundreds of 
thousands of dogs is now working it’s magic with cats. For many anxieties and situations, 
Thundershirt’s gentle, constant pressure should be an effective solution for your cat.  
Many cats will exhibit reduced or eliminated symptoms with the very first usage, (e.g. reduce 
vocalizations, calmer car travel, easier handling by vet staff, etc.) but for some it may take 
three or four usages before any improvement is shown. Available in 3 sizes. 

Small Chest size:  9” up to 13”    Weight - under 9lbs 123843 $54.95
Medium Chest size:  13” to 17”    Weight - 9 to 13 lbs 123844 $54.95
Large Chest size:  17” up to 24”    Weight - 13lbs and up 123845 $54.95
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PetSafe Microchip Cat Flap - New!
The PetSafe® Microchip Cat Door is the perfect solution for giving your cat freedom to come and go while 
keeping unwanted friends outside. The door reads your cat’s unique 15-digit microchip ID, and only allows 
access to the programmed pet – no more raccoons or stray animals in the kitchen. The PetSafe® Microchip 
Cat Door can program up to 40 pet identities, great for multi-pet households. The manual 4-way lock feature 
allows you to control your cat’s access, allowing you to lock it at night to keep your kitty safe inside. This 
door is powered by 4 AA Alkaline batteries and has an estimated 12 month battery life. The low battery 
indicator light will flash red when it’s time to change batteries. The PetSafe® Microchip Cat Door will help 
give you peace of mind while letting your cat come and go freely. Microchip Compatibility Checker :PetSafe® 
microchip-enabled products will only work if your cat has been fitted with a microchip. At present, some 
older and non-standard microchips may not work with our products. You can check to see if your pet’s 
embedded microchip will work by entering the microchip number in the box below and clicking the “check” 
button. Features: •Selective Entry – Uses RFID to read your cat’s microchip, allowing your cat access without 
letting in stray animals—learns up to 40 identities; programmable collar keys are sold separately for cats 
without microchips •Microchip Compatibility – Works with 15-digit microchip numbers; if unsure of your 
pet’s microchip number, you can ask your veterinarian or local animal rescue •Versatile Installation – Out of 
the box installation into wood, PVC and uPVC; metal, glass, brick and wall installation will require additional 
accessories (sold separately) •Energy Efficient – Weather stripping and two magnetic locking points increase 
insulation and help keep out drafts •Manual Lock – The 4-way manual lock allows you to control access of 
your programmed cats; set the lock to ‘In or Out’, ‘In Only’, ‘Out Only’ or ‘Fully Locked’ •Battery Powered 
– Uses 4 AA non-rechargeable alkaline 
batteries (not included); estimated battery 
life up to 12 months depending on use 
•Low Battery Indicator – Light flashes 
red when batteries are low and indicates 
batteries will need to be replaced soon 
•4-way lock: in only, out only, open, and 
locked. •Flap opening on this door is 5.9” 
x 5.5”.

138553 $149.95

SENTRY® Calming Collar for Cats
SENTRY® Calming Collars use patented Good Behavior™ pheromone technology. 
Using a pheromone that mimics the one mother cats produce to calm their kittens, 
the collars are clinically proven to reduce or eliminate stress-related behavior such 
as inappropriate marking, destructive behavior, clawing and anti-social behavior. 
Collars help alleviate problem behaviors triggered by travel, thunderstorms, 
fireworks and new social situations. This collar continues to release calming 
pheromones to your cat for 30 days. It can be used for cats of all ages and breeds 
without long-term side effects. This economy 3-pack is perfect for multi-cat 
households.

1/pk 124568 $24.95
3/pk 124569 $49.95

SSSCat
The Petsafe ssscat Spray Deterrent monitors for movement 
up to 1 meter away. When your pet is detected, the spray 
deterrent sends a quick safe spray that startles your pet. Your 
pet will quickly learn to avoid areas that are off limits! The 
spray is odorless and safe for your pet and surfaces. 
 
SSScat Kit  103071 $49.95 
SSScat Refill - 130g 103072 $19.95
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Drinkwell 360 Pet Fountain
The Drinkwell 360 Pet Fountain holds 1 gallon (128 oz) of water and continuously circulates and 
filters your pets water keeping it cleaner and fresher than a stagnant bowl. Interchangeable spouts 
come included, so you can have up to 5 free-falling streams of water for multiple pet 
households. This encourages pets to drink more water providing better health for your 
pets. Comes in a durable plastic model or a stainless steel model.  

Stainless Steel    121820 $129.95
Replacement Foam Filters 2/pk 123105 $7.95

Drinkwell White Pagoda Fountain
The Ceramic Pagoda Fountain continuously recirculates and filters your pet’s water, keeping it cleaner and fresher 
than a normal water bowl. The Pagoda fountain offers 2 litres of fresh, filtered water in a ceramic design that is 
easy to clean and looks great in your home. The upper and lower dishes provide two drinking areas for your pets, 
and the open design makes it easily approachable. Dual patented free-falling streams add oxygen for freshness 
and encourage pets to drink more. Key Features: •Multiple free-
falling streams add more oxygen for freshness •Replaceable foam 
filter keeps pump and water cleaner by catching hair and debris 
•Ceramic design is easy to clean and hygienic •Elevated drinking 
dish for senior or arthritic pets •Submersible pump for quiet 
operation •Made of ceramic •For indoor use only •Replaceable 
charcoal filter keeps water tasting clean and fresh •Holds 2 litres 
of water •Dishwasher safe, excluding pump. 
  
134935  $129.95

Drinkwell Sedona Fountain
The Drinkwell® Sedona Pet Fountain continuously circulates and filters your pet’s water. The Sedona Pet 
Fountain offers 3 litres of fresh, filtered water, and the bowl and ceramic tower design minimizes spills and 
splashes. It also provides a large drinking area for pets with large or flat faces. The sound of the falling water 
is whisper-quiet, making it easily approachable by apprehensive 
pets. It provides dual filtration including an activated carbon 
filter that removes bad tastes and odours, while a foam filter 
captures hair and debris. Key Features: •Large drinking area 
to accommodate pets with large or flat faces •Ceramic tower 
with impact resistant plastic bowl •Replaceable activated 
Charcoal Filter removes bad tastes and odours to enhance taste 
•Replaceable Foam Filter keeps Pump and water cleaner by 
catching hair and debris •Submersible Pump for quiet operation 
•Dishwasher safe (excluding Pump) •Holds 3 litres of water.

134926 $129.95
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Pioneer Pet Plastic Drinking Fountain – RainDrop Design
Plastic Drinking Fountain with continuously filtered water. Pet fountains help your animals to drink more water 
because they are attracted to moving water. Our plastic drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a part and clean. 
It is dishwasher safe and it looks like that it belongs in your kitchen. There has never been a pet fountain that looks or 
works as well as this one does. Circulating drinking water 
is naturally appealing to your pet. Replaceable charcoal 
filter for clean and pure, healthy water. Easy cleaning, 
dishwasher safe. Modern rain drop shape compliments 
décor of any room. Continuously filters water. 
60 ounce capacity.

121331  $35.95

Replacement Filter : 3/pack  
121333  $8.95

Petsafe Current Fountain - New!
Encourage your pet to drink more water with the new PetSafe® Current 
Pet Fountain Forest. The Current Pet Fountain is an affordable way to 
provide your pet with a constant source of fresh, filtered water. The 
submersible pump constantly circulates the water through the bowl, 
keeping the water tasting fresh and appealing to pets. The BPA-free 
plastic pet fountain comes apart for easy cleaning and is dishwasher 
safe.  Capacity: 40oz.  Key Features: *Constant water circulation inhibits 
bacteria growth *Submersible pump with in-line plug for easy attachment 
and removal * Lid snaps in place to prevent accidental removal by curious 
pets *Handgrips on side of the bowl for easy carrying and placement 
*Low-voltage, 12V system for safe, low power 
consumption. Features: * Made of BPA-free 
plastic *Replaceable charcoal filter keeps 
water tasting clean and fresh *Dishwasher 
safe, excluding pump. System Includes: *Pet 
Fountain *Power Adaptor *Charcoal Filter 
*Quick Start Guide.

138555 $26.95

Catit 2.0 Flower Fountain with LED lighting - New!
Combining the unique design cats love with some new features never seen 
before, the Catit Flower Fountain just got an upgrade. The Catit Flower 
Fountain LED’s compact 3 L (100 fl oz) water reservoir was designed to take 
up little floor space. The new features include an LED light, which makes the 
fountain light up at night, and a handy water level indicator so that your cat’s 
water will never run low. The unique petal top feature pours water into the 
six pockets, allowing your cat to drink even when the fountain is turned off. 
The Catit Flower Fountain LED allows up to 3 different water flow settings 
to appeal to picky drinkers! Cat owners can switch between gently flowing 
water, faucet-like streams of water, or streams of water with a bubbling top. 
The fountain provides clean, cool water at all times by pushing only filtered, 
running water to the surface. It is easy to disassemble and clean and has 
an ergonomic design which helps prevent whisker 
stress and feline acne. It includes a triple action filter, 
which helps prevent urinary tract diseases. Additional 
replacement filters are available separately in a pack 
of 2 (#133011) or a pack of 5 (136986).  
   
  
137963 $39.95
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Catit Senses 2.0 Flower Fountain
The Catit Flower Fountain is based on the successful 
Catit Drinking Fountain and has a fresh, unique design 
that allows up to 3 different water flow settings to 
appeal to picky drinkers! When plugged in without 
accessories, the Flower Fountain provides a gently 
flowing water surface. Inserting the flower accessory 
creates long, faucet-like streams of water. The flower 
is easy to add to (or remove from) the fountain. Adding 
the flower cap will tone down the bubbling water on 
top, so give this setting a try if your cat would rather 
play with the water than drink from it. The Flower 
Fountain is easy to disassemble and clean and has an 
ergonomic design.  
  
133010  $39.95

Replacement Water Softening Filters - 2/pk 
133011  $10.95 

3 FLOW SETTINGS

CaitIt Mini Flower Fountain
The Catit Flower Fountain Mini is a fresh water drinking bowl 
for cats. Thanks to the flower accessory, the compact fountain 
allows for 3 different water flow settings to appeal to picky 
drinkers. Unlike regular bowls, the Catit Mini Flower Fountain 
pushes only fresh, filtered water to the surface to stimulate 
your cat to drink more. The whisker-stress free design allows 
your cat to drink comfortably. The Catit Mini Fountain Filter is 
easy to disassemble and clean. The Mini Flower Fountain has 
a stable, yet compact 1.5 L (50.7 fl oz) water reservoir.The 
fountain includes 1 Catit Mini Fountain Filter pad. The filters 
are sold separately and need to be replaced monthly.
  
135006   $29.95 

Repalcement Filters - 3/pk  
135008  $5.95 

Catit Senses 2.0 Multi Feeder 
The Multi Feeder combines storage space with a bowl for wet food and 
a paw pit for dry food. Its simple, compact design takes up little floor 
space and enables you to serve a day’s worth of food at once. The paw 
pit at center stimulates natural self-controlled feeding by enticing your 
cat to regularly paw out small portions. This instinctual activity helps 
prevent binge eating. You can also use the Multi Feeder as a 9 to 5 
feeder by serving wet food in the bowl to be eaten fresh and adding 
kibble to the paw pit for little snacks throughout the day. The inner 
compartment provides plenty of storage space for quick and easy refills. 
The Catit Multi Feeder is easy to clean and has an ergonomic design.
  
133012  $12.95
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WonderBowl Selective Feeder
The scientifically-developed WonderBowl™ opens only for the pet wearing 
the unique tag (included). Ideal for multi-pet households and pets on 
special diets, it is designed to prevent children and other pets from eating 
from the food bowl. Simply attach the tag to your pet’s collar and enjoy 
worry-free selective feeding! 
Features: •1.5 cup capacity •Includes one pet collar tag •Water resistant 
tag and base •Sturdy design prevents slipping and sliding •Tag features 
low battery indicator •Bowl holds up to 1.5 cups of dry food •1 year 
limited warranty •Requires 3 “D” batteries not included. 
•Extra tags sold seperately.
  
128828  $92.95

Wonderbowl Select Feed Collar Tag Only

134256  $13.95

PetSafe Healthy Pet Simply Feed
A programmable feeder that can conveniently schedule up to 12 meals a day. Flexible meal portions from 1/8 - cup 
to 4-cups to fit your pets specific needs. Innovative conveyor design dispenses most shapes and sizes of dry and 
semi moist food. Slow feed option dispenses meals over a 15 minute period to help prevent gulping or eating too 
fast. Immediate Feed Mode option dispenses next set of meal at a push of a button and the Pause Feed Mode option 
temporarily stops feeding without losing your programmed feeding shedule. Two preset feeding options for quick set 
up (Dog or Cat) and one customizable option. Disassembles for easy cleaning with washable parts dishwasher safe - 
with the exception of the conveyor. Features: *Locking Lid *24 cup translucent hopper *Fully programmable *Pet proof 
dispenser *Removable stainless steel bowl *Sleek style designed to complement your home décor. Runs on 4”D” cell 
batteries (not included - sold seperately) or a Power adapter is 
availalble to purchase.  System includes: Healthy Pet Simple 
feed, Stainless steel bowl, Bowl holder, Quick Guide. Operating 
Guide, and a 1 year warranty.
  
133282   $199.95

PetSafe Healthy Pet  Simply Feed Power Adapter

134349  $22.95

Vanness Food / Treat Storage Containers 
• Ideal for pet owners who want to both store & dispense pet food 
in one convenient container sized to fit easily in a household cabinet 
• Fresh-tite™ seal ensures your pets’ food will stay fresh longer 
reducing spoilage due to pests and moisture • Made from USFDA 
food contact approved plastic (safe for pets).
Available in 2 sizes. (Lid colors may vary).  

Holds upto 4lbs 6 7/8” x 10 ½” x 11 1/8”  132705  $23.95 
Holds upto 5lbs 10 1/8” x 10 ¾” x 6 ½” 132678  $21.95 
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ROGZ Anchovy SS Bowlz
A whisker friendly bowl made solely of hygienic Stainless Steel, with a non-slip silicone base, guaranteed to make 
them purr. Features: *Easy to clean, 100% non-harmful or toxic to pet’s body. Stainless steel is non-toxic and the 
first choice for strict hygiene conditions. *Strong does not break easily. UV resistant and corrosion resistant. *Natural 
non-toxic silicone base prevents slippage. *Designed to improve your cats feeding experience. Ridges help to prevent 
food slippage inside the bowl, ensuring a more fun meal time for Catz. *Shallow wide design to accommodate a cats 
short snout and long whiskers. *Can be washed in your dishwasher. SPECIFICATIONS: Stainless Steel, melamine & 
silicone. Volume: 200ml.  Three different color silicone bases available.

SS with Blue silicone bottom  136770 $9.95
SS with Lime silicone bottom 136772 $9.95
SS with Pink silicone bottom  136771 $9.95

Beco Cat Bowl
This low rim designed bowl is ideal for your cat. 
Made from sustainably sourced plant fibre material.  
The Beco Bowl for cats has a much lower rim so 
that our feline friend’s sensitive whiskers don’t 
brush up against the sides making dinner time that 
little bit easier. Many sophisticated cats may refuse 
to eat out of a metal or plastic bowl but because 
our bamboo plastic is toxin free they will happily 
eat out of the Beco Bowl. Holds: 0.25 liters.
Available in 3 colors.

Blue 136725 $4.95
Pink  136726 $4.95
Natural  136727 $4.95

Bella Spill Proof Fish Shaped Cat Mat 
The Bella Spill-Proof Cat Mat stylishly prevents splashes 
and retains spills. The fish-shaped mat has raised edges for 
maximum spill capacity, a slip-resistant, fish-scale surface, 
and anti-skid feet to prevent slips, slides, noise and floor 
damage. A unique pour spout formed in the tail fin enables 
easy, controlled pour-off of pet spills. These mats are non-
toxic, BPA-free and quality tested. Holds up to THREE bowls! 
For both indoor and outdoor use, the Bella Spill-Proof Cat 
Mat cleans easily - just rinse with water. 
Approximate dimensions - 19”L x 12”W x .85”H.
Available in 2 colors.

Tan  136728  $13.45
Green 136729  $13.45
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SPOT Feline Ritz Copper Rim Stoneware
Serve your cat in style with the Ethical Pet Ritz Copper Rim 
5” Cat Dish. The metallic edging, deep color as well as fish 
and paw designs make this bowl an elegant way to feed your 
feline. Features: *Copper rimmed bowl with decorative accents 
*Glossy finish *Made with stoneware material *5”diameter. 
Available in 3 colors. 

Purple - 5”  133830  $10.95
Black - 5”  133831  $10.95
Red - 5”  133832  $10.95

ROGZ Fish Cake Feeding Bowls 
A whisker friendly melamine bowl, with anti slip food ridges, to make every dinner 
for your kitty a WOW experience. *Hygienic can be washed in your dishwasher. 
*Strong and Durable, does not break easy. UV resistant and corrosion resistant. 
*Natural non-toxic silicone base prevents slipage. 
*Size: 200ml. Available in 5 patterns.

Black Paws  127563 $12.95 
Lime Paws  127567 $12.95
Grey Heart Tails  128886 $12.95
Pink Candy Stripes 128887 $12.95
Blue Floral  127566 $12.95

ROGZ Beltz AlleyCat Break Away Collars
Reflective nylon webbing. Ideal for night time visibility for any night exploring cat. 
Variable load Safeloc buckle makes it easy to adjust the break away load of the buckle, 
you can easily increase the buckles holding strength, but your cat can still break free if 
buckle is placed under too much strain. Available in 5 colors. 
Size: 3/8” x 8 - 12”.

Black 127414 $6.45
Purple 127415 $6.45
Red 127416 $6.45
Yellow 133371 $6.45
Pink 133372 $6.45
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ROGZ Beltz Nightcat Break Away Collars
Printed reflective PU on webbing, will allow you to spot your feline friend in total darkness. Variable load Safeloc 
buckle makes it easy to adjust the break away load of the buckle, you can easily increase the buckles holding 
strength, but your cat can still break free if buckle is placed under too much strain. Reflective materials maximize 
visibility to increase the safety of any night exploring cat. 
Available in 5 patterns. Size: 3/8” x 8 - 12”.

Grey with Black Paws 127417 $8.45
Grey with Blue Flowers 127418 $8.45
Grey with Orange Birds 130588 $8.45
Grey with Purple Budgies 130589 $8.45

ROGZ FancyCat Break Away Collars
This cat collar features coll graphic ribbons stitched onto high grade webbing, ensuring your cat sports the latest and 
greatest cat collars. Variable load SafeLoc Buckle makes it easy to adjust the breakaway load of the buckle. You can 
easily increase the buckles hold strength, and your cat can still break free if the buckle is placed under too much strain. 
ONE SIZE:  3/8” x 8 - 12”. Available in 5 patterns. 

Red Ladybirds 130584  $7.95
Purple Lovebirds 135003  $7.95
Heart Tails 135005  $7.95
Yellow Bumble Bees 130585  $7.95
Turquoise Bubble Fish 135012  $7.95

ROGZ Reflectocat Break Away Collars
This cat collar features printed reflective webbing, ideal for night time visibility. Breakaway Safety Buckle with 
variable load Safeloc technology. Reflective materials. Available in 2 sizes and 5 patterns. 
X Small: 1/4” width  x 6-9” adjustable length       
Small: 3/8” width x 8 - 12” adjustable length   

 X Small Small 
 $5.45 $6.25
Black Cat 135020 135026
Blue Fish 130593 135023
Red Fish 130594 135019
Dayglo Bird 135022 135025
Lime Fish 130595 135021
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Feeling Folksy
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RC Kitty Breakaway Collar - New Patterns! 
Cats get themselves into the oddest places, so RC Pet created this collar 
with a quick release buckle. 
Features: •Soft quality ½” webbing •Lightweight plastic “D” ring for ID 
tags •Quick release breakaway buckle •Made in Vancouver, BC!
Size: 1/2” x 8 - 10”.

 One Size Fits All
 $9.00
Pirate Cat 129201
Trendy Mehndi 129198
Meowstache 129200
Fish 133379
Pineapple Parade 136719
Doodle Cats 136720
Feeling Folksy 138654
Flamingo 138657
Maldives 138655
Rainbow Paws 138656

RC Kitty Primary Breakaway Collars
Cats get themselves into the oddest places, and so we created this collar with a quick 
release breakaway buckle.  Features: •Light & Strong nylon webbing in 8 bright colours! 
•Reflective stitching strip and RC signature label is visible up to 25 meters! •Lightweight 
plastic D-ring for ID tag •Quick release breakaway buckle •Nickle plated bell •Proudly 
made in Vancouver, BC, Canada.  Size: 1/2” x 8-10”.  Available in 4 colors. 

 1/2” x 8-10”
 $10.00
Black 133376
Purple 133374
Raspberry 133375
Cyan 133373

Pineapple Parade Doodle Cats

Meowstache Fish

Pirate Cat Trendy Mehndi

Flamingo Maldives Rainbow Paws
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RC Pet Adventure Kitty Harness & Lead Combo - New Pattern!
For equipping an adventurous cat for the great outdoors. The Adventure Kitty Harness will keep your kitty safe 
and comfortable when walking or hiking. No more having to use a small dog harness on your cat, this harness 
was designed specifically for felines. Features: • Airmesh fabric offers great breathability and comfort • Reflective 
binding • Adjustable neck and waist webbing for a secure fit •  Nickel plated D-ring for leash attachment  •  
Comes with a matching 6’ leash. Available in 3 sizes and 4 colors. 

 Raspberry Teal Black Maldives
 $32.00 $32.00 $32.00 $39.00
Small - Girth: 11” - 15”   Neck: 8” - 11” 136020 136021 136108 138651 
Medium  - Girth: 13” - 18”   Neck: 10” - 15” 136023 136022 136109 138652
Large- Girth: 15” - 22”   Neck: 12” - 22” 136024 136025 136110 138653

PetSafe Come With Me Kitty Harness and Bungee Leash - New!
The Come With Me Kitty Harness and Bungee Leash can help you enrich your cat’s life with the sights, sounds, and 
smells of a safe outdoor experience. It gives you gentle, comfortable control of your cat or kitten. Now you can share 
enjoyable walks, exercise, and playtime outside your home. The bungee leash was specially designed to gently and 
securely control your cat. When your cat moves forward, the leash flexes with your cat’s movement and tightens 
across the harness shoulder straps. This removes pressure from the delicate throat area, preventing your cat from 
choking or escaping. Features: •Unique bungee leash design provides “give” when your cat approaches the end 
of the leash •Adjustable harness creates a custom fit for your cat. •Dual adjustment points give a snug, safe fit 
•Harness design applies gentle pressure to shoulders, not throat, to safely restrain your cat •Made of nylon •3/8 inch 
wide. Available in 3 sizes and 2 colors. 
  Royal Blue  Red 
Small  Girth: 9-11” 138558 138559 $24.95
Medium  Girth: 10.5-14” 138561 138560 $24.95
Large Girth: 13-18” 138562 138563 $24.95
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ROGZ ReflectoCat Harness and Lead Combos
This harness and lead combo is perfect for those nocturnal 
kitties.  It is made from printed reflective webbing 
and is ideal for night time visibility. 2 Sizes Available:                                                                                                                                       
XSmall (KITTEN):  Webbing width:  ¼”. Harness: adjustable from 6” to 9”.  
Lead: 6 feet long. Small (ADULT): Webbing width:  3/8”.  
Harness: adjustable from 9.5” to 15”.  Lead:  6 feet long. 
  
 Adult (Sm)  Kitten (XSm)
 $19.95  $17.95 
ReflectoCat Black Cat  135001 135024

RC Kitty Leash - New Patterns!
For when your favorite feline wants to take you for a walk! Soft quality ½” webbing. 
Nickel plated hardware. Machine Washable. Made in Vancouver, BC!

 1/2 ” x 6’
 $20.00
Pirate Cat 129215
Pineapple Parade 136723
Feeling Folksy 138658
Maldives 138659
Rainbow Paws 138660

Pirate Cat

Pineapple Parade

Feeling Folksy

Maldives

Rainbow Paws


